A REMARKABLE PRISONER.

Farm, Garden, and Houselinld,

In_ 1831-32 there lived in Monroe county,
Mississippi, a planter named Wooley. lie

his is
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has
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very important subject to every one
house to warm, in tlii- ‘‘Wooden

ountry”; and this is the

season that gives the
leisure to prepare, and provide the years supp]> of fuel.
Many of our fanners, and many of
other callings, do not provide for a years* supply,
hut go on til** “hand to mouth” principle, l! is one
of the surest signs of slackness to he always short
t

most
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long will gixe
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good

Wingdam stage-coach,

account of themselves

A correspondent of the Maine Farmer writes:
“Fast spring-Mr. ( rowell, of Home, found a potato
plant in a lioxof tomatoes which he was transplanting. There was no potato in the box, but when lie
removed the plant lie found at the root the skin
of a potato-hall, lie set the plant in good ground,
"and il grew and it grew,” and when he dug it up
in the fall lie found at the bottom thirty-six potatoes, with a total weight of eleven
pounds. The
three largest weighed one pound each.
They
were oblong, flattened,
tapering toward the secil
end ; in color resembling the Early Rose, with the
exception ot a red hand, clearly defined, .surrounding the stem." The correspondent asks if any one
knows a potato corresponding in
description, and,
if so, what is the name.

xx hi n prepared, dried and housed lor summer ti-e.
Such wo.id makes quick tires, easily kindled, short
lived, and soon out—the three essential requisites
are only needed
lU n good slimmer fuel, when fires
1 think that our lady
,r household purposes.
favor of tit
■,
„ds Will ioin us in tliis argument in
Minost any kind of wood is
on.id.

,,1

for fuel

xx
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prnpcrlx seasoned; poplar,

lute hii'eh. sprin e. fir. hemlock, alder, xxilloxx
j,,,,— ;:; Jit.n-c* xvoiid"rfully when prepared
ll is true that it xvill take more in
and seasoned
ninth' to produce the same rc-ults, and. it is also
v.

and

that they are more easily prepared and proured. than the harder varieties of maple, beech.

true

FOWLS FOR

h, oak and ash. In the older portions o! the
xx "od i- heeiiming scarce; many farms have
:i"t a suitable supply. This deficiency should lie
attended to, plantations of xvood started; willow,

GENERAL

PURPOSES.

Everything

taken into consideration, I believe
better fowl than the Brahma. They
are good layers both in summer and
winter, and I
think will thrive on as little feed as anv breed we
have which 1 am acquainted with. J have a flock
P>aim "l tfilc.'iil, poplar and other last groxving of eighty light lVa f mil) Brahmas, which f give
only one half ear of corn once a day, and the
varieties, -hoidd lie started at once, and xvill ma- scraps from the table, and
they have laid all winter.
ilin' while the slow growers are coming on.
'J bey are a very easy fowl to raise and very
e
can
I
have
locust
a
m
and
oik.
ash.
beech,
birch,
hardy.
Maple,
yupng brood, hatched Feb. litli
If They are doing finely. I have not lost one of them
No easily transplanted or groxvn from seed.
The Brahma is a good setter and mother and for
xerv farm of SO acres and over had a row of trees
table fowl they have no equal. Their flesh is verv
one rod apart around the borders, an immense adWhite, tender and .juicy, and full as good tor the
in my opinion, as a
epicure,
interdition would be made to the xvood producing
turkey, and a good
fair Brahma is as large as a small
turkey, wei^he-t, to the beauty and productiveness of the farm.
iug at maturity from eight to fourteen pounds. The
riii- result lies within the reach of every farmer,
Brahma when well bred is a handsome
fowl; take
such a roxv, surrounding a farm of dO acres, would a mirk of about To Brahmas on the lawn pasturin''
and they look more like a flock of
sheep Mian fowls’,
contain nearly Sid trees; and if these were maple, and then
to see them marching into the roost at
nightm a fexv years a nice sugar orchard would be the
tab, one after another, is a sight worth
seeing.
i- -nit from xvhieh every spring, xvith but little exThey are a very docile fowl and bear confinement
well, lor they are not of a
roving nature. They
pense, the year’s supply of sweets could he manucannot fly over a common board fence, for their
Trees thu- disposed would line the high- bodies are
e tilled.
heavy and their wings very short and
ways and division f"uees, shelter the land, and re- rounding at the point, so that they cannot support
the body.
turn by xvay of dropping leaves as much as they
Bui still there are other fowls with
good points
take from the soil, and for a last return, when unlit as well as
the Brahma, but my honest
opinion is
t'.ir ought else, would “give tlcir holies to be
the pure Brahma is fairly entitled to claim to
have
more
of
them
than any other breed of fowls
burned."
we have, and if
any of our readers have any breeds
1 do not envy the farmer hi> lot, who on a cold
which they think are better titan the Pure
Light Pea
morning turns out of a warm lied to build a tire 1 ’0111b Brahma, everything taken into consideration,
xxith green, frozen xvood; even if lie lias a few pre- we would like to bear from them. [Western Farmer.
pared kindlings at band, it seems to me lie must
,ii
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crumble, and I should think he would vow, and

A Sew Method for Grafting. Mr. S.
Ilutclioj Sew Hampshire, is said to have
invented
method of grafting for which lie lias receivprepared
ed a patent. Wo have no doubt as to the
patent beHOW TO GET FAT.
ing a good tiling, and as the gentleman is so well
there certainly will be no harm in "ivin>'
protected,
fact
that
most
to
It i- a striking
person- want
his secret to the readers of the Hearth and
Home"
w* igh more than they do. and measure their health
In many ol our books on horticulture
the method
by tie i. weight, as if man Were a pig, valuable in III
Is given, and when a branch is
making
layers
proportion to hi- hcavim*—. The racer is not fat
situated so high upon a tree that it cannot lie
a t." »<! plough horse has but a moderate amount of
down to the earth, when the earth is carrifle-ii. Heavy men are not those \s liicli< xpeiiencod in-ought
to
branch. Supposing w'e wish to make a
on
tin;
on tractors employ to I mi Id railroads and dig (liteliI'F.in' ll .»! :m apple tree
produce roots from anvimrI bin men, the world over, are men for work, iwmar
part, we have
to surround it with soil,
i-e
ridiiranee; they are wiry and hardy': lliin peo- moss, or some similaronly
.substance, and keep it moist
the longest; the truth i-, fat i- a di-ease,
until roots are produced,
just the same as tliou"li
aid, as proof, fat people are never well a day tit a
if w as near enough to the earth to bend it
down and
tom—an not soiled for hard work.
ewer d with soil.
Still, there is a medium between being fat as a ot tree.,, ii is best to In making layers of some kind
scarify or cut through the bark
'•inter-ball and a- thin and Jilin dess a- a fence rail.
belorc enclosing it with soil.
Now, Mr. HutchinFor mere looks a moderate rotundity is more desir-oii proposes not to wait for the
of
flesh
to
cover
able. to have enough
all uugulariproduction of roots,
ml to insert them into the
branch, and in doing
•!!•-.
To accomplish thi- in the shortest time, a llii,
the branch is scarified, and if the
man should work but little, sleep a great part of tin*
grafts do not
unite, new roots will be
likely to be emitted from
iime, allow nothing to worry him, keep always in tin'
wounds.
we
Now,
for
the
sake of the
hope
and
live
chiefly on album- Paten1, that our
joyous laughing mood,
inventor will not confine iiis cxinate-, such as boiled cracked wheat, and rye, and
'ids
to
trees
peri"!
like tile apple, pear, willow and
an, and barley, with -weet rnilk and butter-milk
other kinds that emit roots
verv readilv from layers,
and meats. Sugar is the best fatlener known.
hut give the public some
examples upon the hickory,
some
years ago there was a \cry remarkable butternut, and
black-walnut. If it works well on
man in Wall street: his name was on every tongue
these trees, then we will be ready to sav that
bis
throughout the country, as ‘*the man who made new method of
grafting is of some value.' [Hearth
paper,” that is. signet! other nu n's name-, to notes and Home.
payable to himself, and sold them to bank-, bank;
;.nd moneyed men in the -treet at large di>REARING CHICKENS.
>uut-.
Most of the purchasers knew the names
were forged; Imt tempted by the heavy discounts,
l’,l,u
a.lopte.1
T!“‘
by myself for tbe best mode of
and the maker of paper being known to take up his
irising young chirks is first to have a secluded,
notes always before they wen* tine, lie* ball rolled
"'ell ventilated apartment in the
hennery forsetdn"
u up to hundreds of thousands.
liens: have the nests made with fresh wood asl is
It was stated on oath at the trial, and corroborat- in the
bottom, then clean oat straw, well formed,
ed, that lie always had the headache, and was on
top ol the ashes. Ashes keep the vermin out.
aever seen down town without a cigar in his mouth;
I lien teed
ke.ep clean fresh water conveniwo
thin, always complaining. He was sent to ent at all regular;
times for hens to go to. As the chicks
He- penitentiary—wa- so faithful to the laws ami at- come out. take
them from the hen to a basket or
t utive to hi- business, and withal so reliable, that
bov in a warm place. When the
chicks are all out
e|erk-liip or some easy berth was given of a very take tlm hen to a convenient
place in your chicken
quiet, sedentary character, in the second month >ai,l. or when the grass is not
high, tie one end of
>f hi- imprisonment he had gained fifteen pounds in
a string to her
leg, the other to a stake or wood pin
Wright. He was never allowed to smoke.
driven in the ground nearly flush with the
surface.
Within a >ear a man wa- charged with some inI.ay a produce barrel with tiie open end to the
fraction of the laws, and was sent to prison to await
stake;
put in a layer of wheat chaff or saw-dust
trial, without the knowledge of hi- wife, to whom ami
giM' the hen the chicks,
(five the chicks next
lie had just been married, after a -hurt courtship.
bat, he,1 to the first lien till she has
say twcntv-l'our.
In about three months, she aseertainlid wher«» lie \\ nh the
next broods do likewise.
wa-; ami, on being shown to hi- cell, she at lir.-t
I lie barrels make
shelter
good
from the storms,
did not r cognize him, he had “fleshed up so.*’ and
protect the clucks from rats, &c. Have a board
These are eases among ten thousands <>! others
tdches sijuarc to set,
up at night against the
which could he narrated, where persons have
op, n end of the barrel; lean
a brick or stone
grown fatter on going t<> prison : the rule of prison
against ,t to keep it up.
In day time set the board
life fully accounting for the fact. They do nothing against one side
ol tile barrel, which makes a
shelbut eat and sleep.
The\ eat regulailx of plain
r Iron) the .Mill for the
chicks. The string should
meats and coarse bread.
be lour ieot
which
will give the hen some
long,
From all the statements made, the conclusion is
\\ hen the place becomes
range.
worn move the
0 deniable that a safe, healthful and sure method of
barrel to a bosh spot. The barrel should lav on its
reasing flesh is to live a quiet, indoor life, sleep side and be kept from
rolling. When the' chicks
great ileal, cat regularly of plain meats and coarse arc large
enough to wean let the hen lie eonlined to
"•ads, or any of the grains named, cracked in the lienery, and the chicks
roost in the barrel three
■•-.
boiled well, and eaten with milk; keep- weeks
,•
then dose the barrel ami make them
ing the system cool by the use of cold water, a roost longer,
m t|„, he,,,wry. fCor. u„ral New
Yorker.
m l
maintaining a daily and free action of the
ovels, which last is pretty sure to follow a diet
JERSEYS AS BUTTER PRODUCERS.
:nposed mainly ot coarse breads and cracked
1 tin; because
chemistry has demonstrated that
the most nutritious and strengthening pari of corn,
Henry C. Haskell of Deerfield, made from 7 Joroats, rye, barley and rye are in the outer part, in
*'!' cows, one a thoroughbred, the others grade Jerthe shell or bran, which is unfortunately separated
seys, the past year, 2028 lbs. of butter, which he
sold for $1 ,034,01); value of calves, $84;
from tin* inner portion, giving us tin* pun- white
premiums
at Cattle Show, $20, total
and comparatively innutrition- flour, while the
income, $1,139 09; avermost healthful and invigorating part, the bran,
age lbs. of butter per cow. $147 81; average income
"i
outer shell, is thrown away, or given to hogs,
per cow, $102,07; average price oi butter, ole. per
Ibis iloes not include the butter and milk used
horses and cattle. [Hall's Journalol‘ Health.
lb.
in I lie family off) persons, nor of the skim inilk fed
Kxi'kuimknts with Maxiuks. .limits H. ltnll, to Hie bogs. The thoroughbred
Jersey calved on
<>f North Nassau, N. Y., having carefully condiirt- the 2oth of last December, and the second week of
* >1 some
experiments, gave the following as the ap- January she made 17 1-2 lbs. of butter. One lieifer,
plication of different fertilizers to corn. He tried 3-4 Jersey, is 3 years old, calved on Dec. 31st, and
tom* kinds of material; double relined
poudrette, the third week in January made 12 3-4 lhs. butter;
leig manure, lien manure, and plaster, and ashes as reported. Boston Cultivator.
and plaster, the plaster tedng about one-fifth the
bulk of the hen manure and ashes, in the common
t'iff Bk.u>y for Summer.
Are your burmixtures. He used about a gill to the hill of ashes
posts all out, your liars all shaved and fitted, your
and plaster, hen manure and ashes, and poudrette
lor
plans
planting and sowing all matured, and,
and hog manure (composed with four times its best of
all, are you going into your spring work
bulk of muck) a quart in eaeb bill:
with a whole heart! If your business is dull and
When cut up In the tall, 100 hills with ashes and
uninteresting and you are always wishing to leave
die old homestead ami
plaster weighed,
50
get a place elsewhere, your
too hills with hen manure weighed.
r»:$ lt'
life will lie a miserable failure: but if
you love your
loo hills with poudrette weighed.
40
to your business your best
work,
give
100 hills with liog manure weighed.
00
thoughts,
cnlcr upon the activities of the
loo hills without manure weighed.
opening
year with
energy, horn of contentment and hope, you will he
soil
The
was a gravelly loam, and had eight loads fjoui a
successful man and a happy mail, and no
of barnyard manure spread and plowed in before
change in the currency, or mutations in the marplanting.
kets
liatso perplex and trouble other
men, can
earrv

the

into execution, to have better wood
X.
for winter’s use in future.
voxx

ui>on.
a

possibly hinder

SOAP MAKING.
.Mrs. L.Merriman, Lewis Co. W Y. sends to
• he ltural American the
following which she assures us makes the most excellent
soap. “For one
barrel of soap, pour into a strong barrel four pailstul of lye that will hear up an
egg; add thirty
pounds melted grease (previously tried and strained). anil mix them well together. Let stand a few
flours and then stir thoroughly. As soon as the
soap begins to thicken, add weak lye, one or two
pailsful at a time, until the barrel is full. He sure
to stir the soup thoroughly each time the
lye is
added, and afterward stir it once or twice daily for
three days. For those that live in
cities, the following receipt for potash soap is invaluable. Hut
in a strong barrel twenty-five pounds of
potash,
broken into small pieces. Hour over it four and a
half pailsful of boiling water. Siir well, let it stand
twelve hours or more, and then dip off carefully
three and one-half pails of clear lye into another
barrel. Next heat thirty pounds of strained grease,
teding hot, ami pour into the lye. .stir well, ami
let it stand until it begins to thicken, which
may lie
three or four days; and then add two pailsful of
weak lye
until
the
barrel
is
full,
stirring well
dally
each time. The weak lye is made
by adding more
W ater to the
potash which remained in the barrel."

Hew

it.

l'yr all kinds of hunches on horses caused liy
bruises or injuries of any sort, a
correspondent recommends the rubbing such with the tincture of
arnica, diluting Hie latter with water.
New Postage Stamps. The Post Office
will issue :i new series of postage stamps about the middle of this month,
the designs of which are from busts by celebrated sculptors. The one cent stamp will
be blue with figure of Franklin; the two
cent, vandyke brown, with figure of Jackson ; the three cent, green, with figure of
Washington ; the six cent, red, with figure of
Ljneoln; the ten cent, light brown, with figure ot Jefferson; the twelve cent, dark purple, with figure of Clay; the fifteen cent,
orange, with figure of Webster; the twentyfour cent, purple, with figure of Scott; the
thirty cent, black, with figure of Hamilton;
the ninety cent, carmine, with figure of Perry. [Whig.
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J

made it evident that one of the inside passengers was a woman. A disposition on the
part of loungers, at the stations, to congregate before the window, and some concern
iu regard to the appearance of coats, hats,
and collars, further indicated that she was
lovely. All of which Mr. Jack Hamlin, on
the box-seat, noted with the smile of cynical
philosophy. Not that he depreciated the sex,
but that he recognized therein a deceitful
element, the pursuit of which sometimes
drew mankind away from the equally uncertain blandishments of poker—of which it
may be remarked that Mr. Hamlin was a
professional exponent.
So that when he placed Ins narrow boot
on the wheel and leaped down, he did not
even glance at the window from which a
green veil was fluttering, but lounged up
and down with that listless and grave indifference of his class, which was, perhaps, the
next thing to good breeding. His closely
buttoned figure, and self-contained air, were
in marked contrast to the other passengers,
and their feverish restlessness and boisterous emotion; and even Bill Masters a graduate of Harvard, with his slovenly dress,
his overflowing vitality, his intense appreciation of lawlessness anil barbarism, and his
mouth tilled with crackers and cheese, I fear,
cut but an uuromantic figure beside this
ionely calculator of chances, with his pale
Greek face, and Homeric gravity.
The driver called “all aboard,” and Mr.
Hamlin returned to the coach. Ilis foot was
upon the wheel, and his face raised to the
level of the open window, when at the same
moment, what appeared to him to be the
finest eyes in the world, suddenly met his.
He quietly dropped down again, addressed
a few words to one of the inside passengers,
effected an exchange of seats, and as quietly
took his place inside. Mr. Hamlin never allowed his philosophy to interfere with decisive
and prompt action.
I fear that this irruption of Jack cast some
restraint upon other passengers—particularly
those who were making themselves most
agreeable to the lady. One of them leaned
forward, and apparently conveyed to her
information regarding Mr. Hamlin’s profession, in a single epithet Whether Mr. Hamlin
heard it, or whether he recognized in the
informant a distinguished jurist, from whom
but a lew evenings before, he had won several
thousand dollars, I can notsay. His colorless
face betrayed no sign ; his black eyes, quietly
observant, glanced indifferently past the!
legal gentleman, and rested on the much |
An
more pleasing features of his neighbor.
Indian stoicism—said to be an inheritance j
from Ids maternal ancestor—stood him in
good service, until the rolling wheels rattled
upon the river-gravel at Scott’s Ferry, and
the stage drew up at the International Hotel,
for dinner. The legal gentleman and a
luemoer ot uongress leaped out, ana stood
ready to assist the descending goddess, while
Colonel Starbottle, of Siskiyou, took charge
of her parasol and shawl. In this multiplicity’'
of attention, there was a momentary conJack Hamlin quietly
fusion and delay.
opened the opposite door of the coach, took
the lady’s hand—with that decision and
positiveness which a hesitating and undecided sex know how to admire—and in an
instant had dexterously and gracefully swung
her to the ground, ami again lifted her to the
platform. An audible chuckle on the box, I
fear, came from that other cynic, “Yuba
Bill,” the driver. “Look keerfully arter that
baggage, Kernel,” said the expressman, with j
affected concern, as lie looked after Colonel
Starbottle gloomily bringing up I he rear of,
the triumphal procession to the waiting- j
room.

Mr. Hamlin did not stay for dinner. His
horse was already saddled, and awaiting
him. He dashed over the ford, up the gravelly hill, and out into the dusty perspective
of the Wingdam Hoad, like one leaving an
unpleasant fancy behind him. The inmates
of dusty cabins by the road-side shaded their
eyes with their hands, and looked alter him,
rcoognw.ing the man by his horse, and speculating what “was up with Camanehe Jack.”
Yet much of this interest centered in the
horse, in a community where the time made
by “French l’ete’s” mare, in his run from
the Sheriff of Calaveras, eclipsed all concern
in the ultimate fate of that worthy.
I ho sweating flanks ot lus gray at length
recalled him to himself. lie checked his
speed, and turning into a by-road—sometimes used as a cut-off—trotted leisurely
along, the reins hanging listlessly from his
lingers. As he rode on, the character of the
landscape changed, and became more pastoral. Openings in groves of pine and sycamore disclosed
some
rude attempts at
cultivation—a flowering vino trailed over the
porch of one cabin, ami a woman rocked her
cradled babe under the roses ot another. A
little farther on, Mr. Hamlin came upon some
bare-legged children, wading in the willowy
creek, and so wrought upon them with a
badinage peculiar to himself that they were
emboldened to climb up his horse’s legs and
over his saddle, until he was fain to
develop
an exaggerated ferocity of demeanor, and to
behind
some
kisses
and
coin.
escape, leaving
And then, advancing deeper into the woods,
where all signs of habitation failed, he began
to

sing—upliftinga a tenor sososingularly sweet

and shaded by
pathos
subduing and
tender, that I wot the robins and linnets
slopped to listen. Mr. Hamlin’s voice was
not cultivated; the subject ot his song was
some sentimental lunacy, borrowed from the
negro minstrels, but there was some occult
quality of tone and expression that thrilled
through all a spirit inexpressibly touching.
Indeed, it was a wonderful sight to see this
sentimental blackleg, with a pack of cards in
his pocket and a revolver athisback, sending
his voice before him through the dim woods
with a plaint about his “Nelly’s grave*” in
a way that overflowed the eyes of the listener.
A sparrow-hawk, fresh from his sixth victim,
possibly recognizing in Mr. Hamlin a kindred spirit, stared at him in surprise, and
was fain to confess the superiority of man.
With a superior predatory capacity, he
eould’t sing.
Hut Mr. Hamlin presently found himself
again on the high-road, and at his former
pace. Ditches and banks of gravel, denuded
hill-sides, stumps, and decayed trunks of
trees took the place of woodland and ravine,
and indicated his approach to civilization.
Then a church steeple came in sight, and he
knew that he had reached home. In a few
moments he was clattering down the single
narrow street, that lost itself in a chaotic ruin
of races, ditches, and tailings at the foot of
the hill, and dismounted before the gilded

"Magnolia” saloon. Passing
through the long barroom, he pushed open a
green baize door, entered a dark passage,
opened another door with a pass-key, and
found himself in a dimly lighted room, whose
furniture, though elegant and costly for tiie
locality, showed signs of abuse. The inlaid
i centre-table was overlaid witli stained disks
I that were not contemplated in the original
;
design. The embroidered arm-chairs were
discolored, and the green velvet lounge on
! which Mr. Hamlin threw himself, was soiled
at the foot with the red soil of Wingdam.
! Mr. Ilamlin did not sing in his cage. He
;
lay still, looking at a highly colored painting
above him, representing a young creature of
| opulent charms. It occurred to him then for
the first time, that he had never seen exactly
that kind of a woman, and that if he should
he would not probably fall in love with her.
Perhaps lie was thinking of another style of
bpautv. But just then some one knocked at
the door. Without rising, he pulled a cord
I that apparently shot back a holt; for the
j door swung open, and a man entered.
The new comer was broad shouldered and
robust—a vigor not borne out in the face,
windows of the

Not yet from the yellow west,
To prepare fish and muck compost, commence
with three shovels of swamp muck, and spread it
Fade, light of the autumn day;
of a good amount ot firewood, and especially so in
Far
lies my haven of rest.
oil the ground in a circle, if for a small heap of a
tin country. At least wood enough to last one few barrels of fish pomace, or in a long heap for a
And rough the wav,
She has waited long, my own!
v- ar should he provided and titled every winter
large quantity; then beat the fish line and scatter
And the night is dark and drear
one shovelful over the muck, and so continue aland spring. IVoiiomy ami convenience demand
To meet alone.
ternately until all is mixed ; leaving the heap cone111at this he dom : green wood is expensive to burn,
In
a
week
the
will
about
shaped.
heap
begin to
Not yet, with the leaves that fall,
and if imed in stoves is destructive to them, warp- heat, and should he turned and mixed, commencFall, rose of the wayside thorn.
ing atone side and making all fine with the hack
Fair and most sweet of all—
ing ami rending the doors and sides, by the com- of
the shovel. In a week or ten days more, it should
The
summer-born.
bustion. It takes a far greater quantity to gener- he turned
again. II three weeks it will be fine ami
Hut O for my rose that stands.
These long days of lit for use. It may he kept until wanted to he used
ate the same amount of heat.
And waits, through the lessening year.
hut will require further turning if it continues to
springtime should bo devoted to the preparation of heat.
My gathering hands!
The muck should he damp when mixed, or
the coming year's stock of wood. While the land ii will not heat
Fail not. O my life, so fast—
Peruvian guano and
sufficiently.
U wet and soft.travelling impracticable, and the care muck, or earth, should he mixed in the porportion
Fail not till we shall have met.
Soon, soon will thy pulse be past,
of our tloehs and herds requires increased attention of six to one of guano. Tt does not heat, Imt rethe same turning and mixing as the fish and
But oh, not yet I—
ami our presence, seems to he peculiarly adapted quires
muck. A handful of either in the hill is about the
Till her fond eyes on me shine,
a portion
in this very necessary and usetul xvovk.
And the heart so dear, so dear,
quantity generally used, but of the fish compost,
more is required than of the guano—as much us
Beats close to mine.
the wood should iie prepared with reference to
can he held in the hand with the
palm uppermost
summsr use, split line, and of the kinds that are of
and the lingers spread. If thrown into the hole in
BROWN
CALAVERAS.
less heating properties. An excellent x ninety of sum- a heap, it should he
spread before being covered,
old
from
logs, to avoid the danger of destroying the seed, which
mer fuel can lie prepared easily
A subdued tone of conversation, and the
never should he planted directly
upon it. [Ameri- absence of
stumps, and the fallen wood of the lot. Those old can
cigar-smoke, and boot heels, at
Agriculturist.
Settlers" that have lain encumbering the ground
the windows of the
so

a half-breed, at least there was a
good
deal ol Cherokee Indian in him. lie owned
aLout two hundred slaves, and had all the
worst habits of the old-time
planter—drink
in", gambling and horse-racing. These pur
suits alternated formed his sole occupation,
the plantation being managed by an overseer.
He had the sole virtue of possessing a
sort of Indian veneration for the sacrcdncs*
of his word. He would not execute a note
lor any purchase whatever, and held all men
in sovereign
eontempt who violated their
pledged word. He had no compunction in
killing a man in what he deemed a just quarrel ; but his word was his bond. This was
bis well-known character, and he could have
got credit for thousands on his word easier
than other men could have got hundreds. At
the time we speak of he had killed several
persons in gambling quarrels and lie was
looked upon as a man not to be crossed except
at the risk of life.
One night while playing cards in Columbus, a quarrel arose about the game. His
opponent was a known desperado, and he
gave the lie to Wooley’s statement about the
game. Bowies flashed out simultaneously
both were slightly wounded, when a liiokv
blow laid Wooley’s opponent dead upon the
floor. Next morning Wooley was arrested
because be did not care that it should he
otherwise. Wooley had carried his killing
so far that the
judge felt bound to commit
him, la order to avoid the imputation of be
ing affected either by fear of his desperadu
ism or wealth. Accordingly to jail went
Wooley. The jailor was a weak man, weak
in courage and weak to resist the influence nt
a douceur.
After bearing his confinement
for a day or two Wooley sent for the jailor
“See here Jim,” said he, “you know me
you know I never break my word. Xow, 1
want to go out and have a social game wiili
the boys. You can just leave me the key
and when it gets bed time 1 will eome, lm k
myself in, and it will be all right.”
This argument was enforced by material
considerations; and night after night Wooley
used to come out and enjoy his nocturnal liberty. The court sitting soon, lie got the rn-.
put off, and giving bail in the sum of $10,no.
was released.
At the next term or the C ourt, W oole\ w.i
put upon trial; the jury returned a venlict of
guilty, and the judge sentenced him to our
year in the penitentiary at Jackson. The pa
pers were duly made out, and the slim ill'imposed to start with him l'or Jackson, hut
Wooley demurred.
“You know, sheriff,” said he, “that the
country is poor—can't afford the trip—and so
I'll let my boy C;esar drive me down to
Jackson, and save all expense, (lot the papers ?”
The sheriff’produced them. anil, ere lie was
aware, Wooley seized them and put them into his pocket.
“All right,” said he ; “1 shall lie offtonmrwas

l'or the Journal.

FIRE WOOD.
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handsome, was singularly
disfigured fry dissipation. He ap-

which, though
weak, afid

peared to be also under the intluencc of
liquor, ten lie started on seeing Mr. Hamlin,
arid said, “I thought Kate was hero;” stammering, and seeming confused and embarrassed.
Mr. Hamlin smiled the smile which he
had worn on the Wingdam coach, and sat
up, quite refreshed, and ready for business.
“You didn’t come up on the stage,” continued the new-eomer, “did yon?’
“No,” replied Hamlin ; “1 left it at Scott’s
Ferry. It isn’t due for half an hour yet. But
how’s luck. Brown?”
“I>-bad,” said Brown, his face suddenly assuming an expression of weak despair
“I’m cleaned again. Jack,” lie continued,
iu a whining tone, that formed a pitiable contrast to his bulky figure, “can’t you help me
with a hundred till to-morrow’s clean-up?
l'ou see I’ve got to send money home to the
old woman, and—you’ve won twenty times
that amount from me.”
The conclusion was, perhaps, not entirely
logical, but Jack overlooked it, and handed
the sum to his visitor. “The old-woman
business is about played out. Brown,” he
added, by way of commentary: “why don’t
You
you say you want to buck agin’ faro ?
know you ain’t married!’’
“Fact, sir,” said Brown, with a sudden
gravity, as if the mere contact of the gold
with the palm of his hand had imparted some
dignity to his frame. “I’ve got a wife—a
d—good one, too, if 1 do say it—,n the States.
Its three year since I’ve seen her, and a year
since I writ to her, When things is about
straight, and we get down to the lead, 1 am
going to send for her.”
“And Kate ? queried Mr. Iltmlin, with
his previous smile.
Mr. Brown of Calaveras, essayed an archness of glance, to cover his confusion, which
Ins weak face and whiskey-muddled intellect
but poorly carried out, and said
“1)——it Jack, a man must nave a little
liberty, you know. But cornu, what do you
say to a little game? Give us a show to
double this hundred.”
Jack Hamlin looked curiously at his fatuous friend.
Perhaps lie know that the man
was predestined to lose the money, and preferred that it should How back into ids own
(•offers, rather than any other He nodded
Ids head, and drew ids chair toward the table.
At the same moment, there came a rap
liiion the door.
“It’s hate,” sanl Brown.
Air. Hamlin shot back the bolt, and the
door opened. But for the lirst time in his
life, he staggered to his feet, utterly unnerven and abashed, and for the lirst time in his
life, the hot blood crimsoned his colorless
cheeks to his forehead. For before him stood
tlie lady lie had lifted from the AVingdam
coach, whom Brown—dropping his cards
with a hysterical laugh—greeted as—
“Aly old woman, by thunder!’’
They say Airs. Brown burst into tears, and
reproaches of her husband. 1 saw her in
18.A7, at Marysville, and disbelieved the story,
and the AVingdam Chronicle, of the next
week, under the head of “Touching lieunion," said: “One of those beautiful and
touching incidents, peculiar to California life,
occurred last week, in our city. The wife
of one of AVingdam’s eminent pioneers, tired
of the effete civilization of the East, and its
inhospitable climate, resolved to join her
noble husband, upon these golden shores.
AATthout informing him of her intention, she
undertook the long journey and arrived last
week. The joy of the husband may be easier
imagined than described. The meeting is
said to have been indescribably affecting.
A Vo trust her example may be followed.”
AVhether owing to Airs. Brown’s intluence.
or to some more successful speculations, Air.
Brown’s financial fortune from that day steadily improved. 11c bought out his partners in
the “Kip and Tuck” lead, with money said to
have been won at poker, a week or two after
his wife’s arrival, but which rumor, adopting Airs. Brown’s theory that Brown had
forsworn the gaming-table, alleged to have
been furnished by Air. Jack Hamlin.
lie
built and furnished the “AVingdam House,”
which pretty Mrs. Brown’s great popularity
kept overflowing with guests. He was elected to the Assembly, and gave largess to
churches. A street in AVingdam was named
in his honor.
let it was noted that in

proportion

as

he

waxed wealthy and fortunate, he grew pale,
thin, and anxious. As his wife’s popularity
increased, he became fretful and impatient.
The most uxorious of husbands—he was absurdly jealous. If he did not interfere with
his wife’s social liberty, it was because—it
his first
was maliciously whispered—that
and only attempt was met by an outburst
from Mrs. Brown that terrified him into silence. Much of this kind of gossip came from
those of her own sex whom she had supplanted in the chivalrous attentions of Wingdam ; which like most popular chivalry, was
devoted to an admiration of power, whether
of masculine force or feminine beauty.
It
should be remembered, too, in her extenuation, that since her arrival, she had been the
unconscious priestess of a mythological worship, perhaps not more ennobling to her
womanhood than that which distinguished an
older Greek democracy. I think that Brown
But his only
was dimly conscious of this.
confidant was Jack Hamlin, whose infelix
reputation naturally precluded any open intimacy with the family, and whose visits
were

infrequent.

It was midsummer, and a moonlight night;
and Mrs. Brown, very rosy, large-eyed, and
pretty, sat upon the piazza, enjoying the fresh
incense of the mountain breeze, and it is to
be feared, another incense, which was not so
fresh, nor quite as innocent. Beside her sat
Colonel Starbottle and Judge Boompointer,
and a later addition to her conrt, in the shape
of a foreign tourist. She was in good spirits.
“What do you see down the road ?” inquired the gallant Colonel, who had been conscious, for the last few minutes, that Mrs.
Brown’s attention was diverted.
“Dust,” saitl Mrs. Brown, with a sigh.
“Only Sister Anne’s ‘flock of sheep.’
The Colonel, whose literary recollections
did not extend farther back than last week’s
paper, took a more practical view. “It ain’t
sheep,” he continued; “it’s a horseman.
Judge, ain’t that Jack Hamlin’s gray?”
But the Judge didn’t know; and, as Mrs.
Brown suggested the air was growing too
cold for further investigation, they retired to
the parlor.

Mr. Brown was in the stable, where he
retired after dinner.
Perhaps it
was to show his contempt tor his wife’s companions; perhaps, like other weak natures,
lie found pleasure in the exercise of absolute
power over inferior animals. He had a certain gratification in the training of a chesnut
mare, whom he could beat or caress as
pleased him, which he couldn’t do with Mrs.
Brown.
It was here that he recognized
a certain gray horse which had just come in,
and looking a little farther on, found his
rider.
Brown’s greeting was cordial and
hearty; Mr. Hamlin’s somewhat restrained.
But at Brown’s urgent request, he followed
him up tho back stairs, to a narrow corridor,
and thence to a small room looking out upon
the stable-yard.
It was plainly furnished
with a bed, a table, a few chairs, and a rack
for
guns and whips.
“This yer’s my home, Jack,” said Brown,
with a sigh, as he threw himself upon the
bed, and motioned his companion to a chair.
“Her room’s t’other end of tho hall.
It’s
mor’n six months since we’ve lived together,
or met, except at meals.
It’s mighty rough
papers on the head of the house—ain’t it ?”
lie said, with a forced laugh. “But I’m glad
to see ye, Jack, d-glad,” and he reached
from the bed, and again shook the unresponsive hand of Jack Hamlin.
“I brought ye up here, for I didn’t want to
talk in the stable; though for the matter ot
that, it’s allround town. Don’t strike a light.
We can talk here in the moonshine. Put up
your feet on that winder, and sit here beside
me.
Thar’s whiskey in that jug.”
Mr. Hamlin did not avail himself of the
information. Brown, of Calaveras, turned
his face to the wall, and continued:
“If I didn’t love the woman, Jack, I
wouldn’t mind. But it’s loving her, and
seeing her, day arter day, goin’ on at this
rate, and no one to put down the brake;
that’s what gits me! But I’m glad to see ye,

generally

Jack, d-glad.”

In the darkness, he

groped about

until ho

found and wrung his companion’s hand again.
He would have detained it, but Jack slipped
it into the buttoned breast of his coat, and
asked, listlessly, “How long this had been
going on?”
“Ever since she came here; ever since the
day she walked into the Magnolia. I was a
fool then ; Jack, I’m a fool now ; but I did’nt
know how much I loved her till then. And
she hasn’t been the same woman since.
“Hut that ain’t all, Jack; and it’s what I
wanted to see you about, and I’m glad you’ve
come.
It ain’t that she doesn’t love me any
more; it ain’t that she fools with every chap
that comes along; for, perhaps, I staked her
love and lost it, as I did everything else at
the Magnolia; and, perhaps, foolin’ is natural
to some women, and thar ain’t no great harm
done, ’cept to the fools. Hut, Jack, I think
—I think she loves some bod}' else. Don’t
move, Jack; don’t move; if your pistol hurts
ye, take it oil'.
“It’s been morc’n six months now that
she’s seemed unhappy and lonesome, and
kinder nervous and scared like. And sometimes, I’ve ketched her lookin’ at me sort of
timid and pitying. And she writes to somebody. And for the last week she’s been
gathering her own things—trinkets, and furbelows, and jew’lry—and, Jack, I think she’s i
goin’ off. I could stand all but that. To
have her steal away like a thief-” Hu put
his face downward to the pillow, and for a
few moments there was no sound but the
ticking of a clock on the mantel. Mr. Hamlin lit a cigar, and moved to the open window.
The moon no longer shone in the
room, and the bed and its occupant were in
shadow. “What shall I do, Jack?” said the
voice from the darkness.
The answer came promptly and clearly
from the window side: “Spot the man, and
kill him on sight.”
‘•■Hit, Jack
“He’s took the risk !”
“But will that bring her back?”
•Jack did not reply, but moved from the
window toward the door.
“Don’t go yet, Jack ; light the candle, and
sit by the table. It’s a comfort to see ye, it
nothin’ else.”
Jack hesitated, and then complied. He
drew a pack of cards from his pocket and
shuffled them, glancing at the bed. But
Brown’s face was turned to the wall. When
Mr. Hamlin had shuffled the cards, he cut
them, and_ dealt one card on the opposite side
of the table and toward the bed, and another
on his side of the table, for himself.
The
first was a deuce ; his own card, a king. 11c
then shuffled and cut again. This time
“dummy” had a queen, and himself a fourspot. Jack brightened up for the third deal.
It brought his adversary a deuce, and himself a king again. “Two out of three,” said

Jack,

audibly.

“What’s that, Jack?” said Brown.

“Nothing.”

Then Jack tried his hand with dice ; but he
lie always threw sixes, and his imaginary
opponent aces. The force of habit is sometimes confusing.
Meanwhile, some magnetic influence in
Mr. Hamlin’s presence, or the anodyne of
liquor, or both, brought surcease of sorrow,
and Brown slept. Mr. Hamlin moved his
chair to the window, and looked out on the
town of Wingdam, now sleeping peacefully
—its harsh outlines softened anil subdued, its
glaring colors mellowed and sobered in the
moonlight that flowed over all. In the hush
he could hear tue gurgling of water in the
ditches, and the sighing of the pines beyond
the hill. Then he looked up at the firmament, and as he did so, a star shot across the
twinkling tield. Presently another, and then
another. The phenomenon suggested to Mr.
Hamlin a fresh augury. If, in another fifteen minutes, another star should fall-.
lie sat there, watch in hand, for twice that
time, but the phenomenon was not repeated.
The clock struck two, and llrown still slept.
Mr. Hamlin approached the table, and took
from his pocket a letter, which he read by the
flickering candle light. It contained only a
single line, written in pencil, in a woman’s
hand:
“Be at tUe corral with the buggy at three.’
The sleeper moved uneasily, and then
awoke. “Arc you there, Jack?”
“Yes.”
“Don’t go yet. I dreamed, just now, Jack
—dreamed of old times. I thought that Sue
and me was being married again, and that
the parson, Jack, was—who do you think ?—

you!”

The gambler laughed, and seated himself
the bed—a paper still in his hand.
“It’s a good sign, ain’t it?” queried
llrown.
“I reckon. Say, old man, hadn’t you better got up ?”
The “old man,” thus affectionately appealed to, rose, with the assistance of Hamlin’s
outstretched hand.
“Smoke?”
Brown mechanically took the proffered
on

cigar.
“Light?”

Jack had twisted the letter into a spiral,
lit it, and held it for his companion.
He
continued to hold it until it was consunicd,
and dropped the fragment—a fiery star—from
the open window. Ho watched it as it fell,
and then returned to his friend,
“Old man,” he said, placing his hands upon Brown’s shoulders, “in ten minutes I’ll
be on the road, and gone like that spark.
We won’t see each other agin ; but, before I
go, take a fool’s advice: sell out all you’ve
got, take your wife with you, and quit the
country. It ain’t no place for you or her.
Tell her she must go; make her go, if she
won’t. Don’t whine because you can’t be ;►

saint, and she ain’t

I and

treat her like

d-fool.

an
a

Be a man—
Don’t be a

angel.
woman.

Good-by.”

lie lore himself from Brown’s grasp, and
leaped down the stairs like a deer. At the
stable-door he collared the half-sleeping
hostler, and backed him against the wall.
“Saddle my horse in two minutes, or I’ll—”
The threat was frightfully suggestive.
“The missis said you was to have the
huggy,” stammered llie man.
“D-n the buggy 1”
The horse was saddled as fast as the nervous hands of the astounded hostler could
manipulate buckle and strap.
“Is anything up, Mr. Hamlin ?” said the
man, who, like all his class, admired the
elan of his fiery patron, and was
really concerned in his welfare.
“Stand aside!”
The man fell back.
With an oath, a
bound, and a clatter, Jack was into the road.
In another moment, to the man’s halfawaked eyes, he was but a moving cloud of
dust in the distance, toward which a star just
loosened from its brethren was trailing a
stream of fire.
But, early that morning, the dwellers by
the Wingdam turnpike, miles away, heard a
voice, pure as a sky-lark’s, singing afield.
They who were asleep, turned over on theii
rude couches to dream of youth, and love,
and olden days. Hard-faced men an I anxious
gohl-seekers, already at w.ork, ceased
their labors and leaned upon their picks, to
listen to a romantic vagabond ambling away
against the rosy sunrise.
STICK TO MAINE.
The Bath Times

publishes an extract from
a gentleman in
the
was formerly a resi-

letter received from
State of Minnesota, who
a

dent of

our own

State, and who is interested

in its welfare and

success—a

gentleman

of

large experience,

and competent to judge of
the matters to which he refers. The writer
says:
“Four years have served, by absence from
your State, to deepen my confidence in Maine
as one of the foremost States in the Union.
Her manufactures of cotton, wool and ships,
slate, granite and lime quarries, her fisheries
and commerce, her fat cattle, tine horses and
other stock, her fruits and other natural fabrics, exhibit a variety of interests that 1 have
never seen equalled elsewhere.
Even her ice
is becoming a source of revenue, and it her
industrious, indomitable people would only
appreciate these advantages and stay at home
to improve and develop them, the State would
profit by their so doing as much as they
would as individuals. How different this
State, which seems so enchanted when viewed
from your distant stand point! Here we have
nothing—literally nothing—to sell beyond the
limits of the State, except wheat, and the l ast
year this has not paid the cost of cultivation.
The people are in debt and poor, much more
so than speculators are willing to admit.
*

*

*

*

*

The fact ought to be impressed on tin
minds of your people that Maine is too good
a State to lie recklessly left behind for the
West. Such I am convinced is the fact.
*

*

The small

*

*

*

should lie encouraged. Anything to afford constant
employment to the laboring at fair remunerative

AN

manufactories

wages.”

EFFECTIVE

TEMPERANCE LECTURE.

row

morning.”

The sheriff knew he had a desperate eutomer to deal with, but when he reflected that
Wooley never broke his word, and had besides over $100,000 worth of property hr
could move, lie made a virtue ot necessity,
and left tilings to take their turn.
True to his word Wooley left for Jack son
and in time arrived. Putting lip at the Mansion House he sallied out, visited all the
gambling hells which that town even then
abounded in, and the next morning drove up
to tlie penitentiary. Entering the ward room
he inquired:
“Where shall I find the warden ?”
“I am the man,” said Colonel Dickson.
“Well, I've brought you a prisoner.”
“Where is he?” inquired the warden.
“Here, 1 am the man," and Wooley handed over the sheriff’s mittimus.
The warden was amazed. Had lie a lima
tie to deal with, or had the man killed the
sheriff' and then come to the prison to defy
him ? lie could not tell; but lie determined
quickly to keep the man since lie offered h'niself.
“Now,” said Wooley; “let’s go through
this place and see how it look?” and through
they went. As they returned to the guardroom, Wooley had talked so pleasantly that
the warden felt reassured and said jocosely
“Now, Mr. Wooley, what branch of tlelmsiiiess do you think you would like lies! ?”
“To tell tiie truth, colonel,” said Wooley,
“1 never did a day’s work in my life, and
1 don’t think I’d like any of your cussed
trades. I’ll tell you how we can lix it. I’ll
clerk for you, just for the name of the tiling,
and we’ll live jollily together,till the year's up.
The warden saw he had a character to deal
with, and concluded that a man who would
go into a prison of his own accord would
not run away, and acquiesced. Wooley stayed his year accordingly: nominal c lerk or
companion by day, and a gambler in Jackson
by night. He kept the ward room supplied
with Havanas, and a sly nook in the office
always containing the Heist of liquors. Iliyear up, he left unregretting but regretted,
for at heart ho was a good fellow, and made
the warden a good companion.
Such was justice in Mississippi forty yearago; hut such an incident a- this eoiiid hate
hardly occurred elsewhere.

Two gentlemen from the interior came in
company to the Queen City. One of the
aforesaid was Major-, and the other was
Brother T-, who preached a little as oeasion might otter. Well, the major, hat ing
contracted certain habits in the army, and
Brother T-having an aversion to rivei
water, the twain indulged in sundry mugs
of beer, which, without, producing any visible effect upon the major, did \ isibly affect
Brother TThis being the situation, the gentlemen, at
a somewhat late hour, retired, the major to
unbroken slumbers and sweet dreams, but
poor Brother T-to feverish tossings and
horrible nightmare. The morning found
the major fresh and radiant, who considerately left his friend to enjoy a late nap, and
after taking bitters and breakfast, thought
he would look in on Brother T--. Approaching the room, he heard a voice within,
and concluding that Brother T-was engaged in his morning devotions, prudently
remainded outside. He then found the words
taking the form of exhortation rather than
that of prayer, and his curiosity impelled
him to silently open the door just a little,
A BEGGAR WITH $1,000 SEWED UP IN
when he was infinitely amused, if not edified,
HIS CLOTHES.
to see Brother T-striking attitudes in
From the Portage County (Ohio) Democrat
front of the mirror, engaged in lecturing a
supposed culprit, in words of very earnest we condense the following :
On Wednesday, March!), about sundown,
and stern rebuke. The language was like

this;
“Oil, the frailly of the flesh!

i

Oh, the

van-

ity of the world! What have you done?
You are n
You have disgraced yourself!
You are a pretty hypomiserable sinner!
crite! River water don’t agree with you,
ah ? Lager beer does, ah ? You have been
drunk, sir; yes, sir, you pretend to be a
Christian, sir—drunk as a fool, sir! You
thought to stand as much as the major, you
did ? Now, where are you ? Are you not
ashamed? IIow can you go home? How
Can you ever look
can you go to church?
up again? Will you do so, again? I ask,
sir, will you drink any more beer?”
me major,
struggling wiin suppressed
merriment, endeavored to retreat unobserved, but the lecture closed abruptly.
When Brother T-came down stairs,
salutations passed between them as usual.
Neither could tell whether both know all
about it, but when the major blandly suggested whether Brother T-would take
something, the latter said, rather drily,
•‘Thank you, not any.”
[Cincinnati Commercial.
A Boston acquaintance of our «wn, a lady
of great respectability, was walking last week
up Fifth Avenue, in a much frequented part of
that great thoroughfare, at the hour of about
half past ten in the forenoon. The wind blew
off her veil, and a little girl ran to piek it up
and returned it to her. The lady took her
port-monnaie from her muff and made the
child some suitable compensation.
Immediately upon proceeding on her way, a welldressed man seized her hand, drew it from
the muff, took from her the port-monnaie,
and retreated with no very rapid steps. She
screamed and announced the robbery, and a
few persons made some not very strenuous
attempts to pursue the robber. At, length, a
policeman appeared and hearing her complaint said, “Oh, madam, this happens here
very frequently, and nobody really dares to
seize the thief.” “I would not live in such a
city!” exclaimed the lady. “Nor I, either,”
said the policeman, “if I could help it.” The
lady pursued her way up town, but upon
coming down Fifth Avenue, met the very
robber at a corner, lie politely lifted his hat
and coolly inquired, “Madame, have you
found your purse?” She was glad to get out
of such equivocal company, and to return to
her Boston home, as soon as possible,
Thieves on a large scale, we know, abound
in New York, but, except for the avowal of
the policeman, we should have thought a
robbery so bold and so remarkable as this
must be unexampled.
[Boston Courier.

a

ragged, repulsive, filthy creature, carrying
bundle of rags, and leaning wearily iipou

rude stall,

applied at the house ot Mi llutson
who lives a few miles east of Edinburg Centre, for food and lodging for the night. Mi
H. at first felt like refusing him entertainment, but finally provided him with a supper
and agreed to give him lodging.
At the
hour for retiring, the wretched being brought
into the sitting room his bundle of rags and
spread them out before the stove, and proceeded to disrobe for the night, declining
all offers of a bed. Rolling in the rags, the
beggar tossed and moaned the livelong night
away, becoming quiet only about morning.
At six o’clock, Thursday morning, Mr.
Hutson arose and proceeded to call ins peculiar guest. Once, twice, and even thrice
lie called, and still the moaning sleeper
slumbered on. At last, however, he was
awakened, and proceeded to arise. Alter
getting upon his feet, and while in the act of
putting on a garment, he fell, gasped, an !
died. So sudden and so strange was all thin
that the inmates of the house, as well thev
were tilled with awe and fear.
might be, were
notified of the untoward disNeighbors
pensation, and consultation held.
A coroner's inquest was held. The jurors
having been impanneled, took possession of
the corpse, which was fearfully filthy and
covered with innumerable vermin, and removed it from the house to the barn, li.v
their direction Drs. Weir and Ewing pro
ceeded to make a post mortem examination,
ind discovered that the cause of the death ot
the person before them was disease of the
leart.
Proceeding to an examination of the
leceased, to the surprise and wonder of all.
ioneealeil in an inner garment, sewed up in
three different parcels, was found money—
ji.jO notes, $20 notes, $10 notes, lives, and
smaller dimensions, the whole amount thus
bund secreted being $1,000.81. This feature
>f the affair was most remarkable, and for
i he moment seemed incredible, but yet was
From some papers found on the
i ■eally so.
leceased it was learned that he was a native
< if Ireland, his name Patrick Diamond, his
: ige forty-live years, his stature live feet six
i nches.
He was a soldier in the Union army
I laving enlisted at Louisville, Ky., in the
25th Ohio Regiment, from which he was
I louorahly discharged on account of a
1 ubercular affection of the lungs.
Among
I he papers found was a letter front the Peni ion
Agent at Cleveland, dated in 1801, and
lireeted to Patience Diamond, Ashtabula,
t )hio.
Further than this there was no clue
i o the personal history or social relations of
; ho man.
If he lias friends, family or relaions, they are still to be developed.
:i

WASHINGTON MATTERS.
AMNESTY to the south.

ttqmblican

SounuxL

Tlie much-talked-of amnesty message to Congress
appears to have been abandoned by the President,
for the present, at least. It appears that the ExeTHURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1870.
cutive was very decided, at first, in his determination to send this message to Congress; but the anPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING.
nouncement of this fact aroused the extremists of
the Radicals, who d.rect (ten. Grant, and have by
-BYmisrepresentation of the feelings of the Southern 'WILLIAM H. SIMPSON,
people induced him to forego his laudable purpose,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
lie i- liecoming more ami more pliable each day,
and in the hands of r.lic schemers is hut an instruSubscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
The secret, of wilhiu the year, $2.50; at the expiration oi the year,
ment to respond to their behests.
Hi is is that he desires lobe reelected to the Presiden- $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch of
cy. and makes tlie mistake of thinking he cannot
for throe weeks, and 25 cents
afford to break with the Radicals. lie will lose length in column.) $1.25
for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square
the credit that lie
have
the nmties-

might

gained by

tv message, for Congress will, before its adjournment, pass a bill of general amnesty. This the
Radicals acknowledge, must be accomplished in order to put the Radical party on good terms with the
South.
WIDOWS’ PENSIONS.
An effort is being made before Congress, begun
by claim agents, to secure the passage of a law to
continue the payment ot pensions to widows of
■oldiers during life, whether they have been married or shall marry again. The present law diseonlinues a widow's pension from tlie date of her
The House Military Committee
-eeond marriage.
is no
■ire opposed to the proposition, and "there
probability of its adoption by Congress.

charged

as a

full

one.

Administrators, Executors and Guardians desiring their advertisements published in the Journal,
will please so state to the Court.
SUBSCUIBEUS desiring to have the address of papers
changed, must state the Tost Office to which the paper
has been 6ent as well as to which it is to go.
M. Pettengii.i. & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
and 37 Park How, New York.are our authorized Agents
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisements.

bined with the great majority of the Democracy, may be formed, here in Maine, an

organization

that shall protect Maine’s local
act with similar elements in

DODDLETOWN CORRESPONDENCE.

LETTER FROM BOSTON.

[CONTINUED.]

Correspondence ol the Journal.

A Morning Walk—Whit is to be Seen in the
Doddletown, April 18,1870.
Dear Journal: I am under the stern necesMarkets—High Priced Vegetables—Celeother states towards securing a correct nabration by the Colored Population-Consity—us the schoolmaster said when he took the
tinued Search for Nellie Burns—Paintings
tional policy. Preparatory to snoh a con- boy on his kuee—of
to
furnish for your
omitting
---Other Matters.
summation, political bigotry should be next issue, and perhaps for the next after it—a
Boston, April lii, 1870.'
discarded, dead issues torgotten, old animos- continuation of my History of Doddletown; ami
A morning walk through the markets. It’s
for
this
reason.
ities buried out of sight. There should be
rare fun, and one of the best
At our last
places in tiro
Deacon Snuffles, who
recognized on all hands flic facts that wo tends the newtown-meeting,
gristmill at The Forks, was elected world to study human nature. If you do not
have entered on a new era, and that the first Juror for the
next Court. Having been elected by credit the assertion, come with me. and I
endeavors should be to restore our material the town he was of course drawn
by the selectmen. will introduce you to some of the. sights. Do
prosperity, and to secure honesty, efficiency It was a singular coincidence you may think; but you mark that elegant
carriage just at the enand economy in the administration of state it always happens so in our town,
trance, and see the richly dressed lady that
Now
the
i
Deacon
the
hard
work
needs
and national governments.
pay—lias
to keep himself off the town—and can’t afford to descends therefrom? Just look at her thin
We interpret to our friends the political
lose the profits of the mill; so in an exuberance o( cheeks and cold piercing eyes.
If in your
signs of the times, as we read them. Believ- philanthropy—I am often exuberant as you know—
wanderings
among the stalls you should acing that we are entering upon a transition I said to the Deacon, “Go! and during vonr ab- cidentally overhear her conversation with the
period inthe parties of the country,—a change sence I will tend the gristmill for you and make no traders, you would find that the
bargains she
absolutely demanded by its best interests— charge for my time or services; on this condition drives are as sharp as her nose. .Just behind
wc desire that our readers shall be apprized only—that you shall report for the Journal all the
her comes a man, large in proportions, carrycases that come before
your jury.’'
of the fact, and prepared to act.
a most capacious basket,
1 feel sure that
The Deacon accepted the
as
proposition;
you ing
will readily perceive, the business of the Post Of- he is after beef, and this proves to be the
ABOUT FACE'.
fice, attending the tri-weekly meetings of the ease. Straight to the meat stalls he goes, and
The indignation of the editor of the Prog. Secret Service Club, tending tlie gristmill and Mrs. orders a
generous piece of the first quality,
who is still in feeble health, will leave me
Age over the stubbornness of the misguided Doddlos,
and while the order is being filled his eyes
no time for
writing History.
Knowlton, who ungratefully declines to walk
rove up and down the market in search of
This will be handed to
you by the Deacon, whom
in
the
reminds
us
out,
path pointed
lovingly
else that’s good to eat. Here is a
I commend to your kind attentions as a
something
very
of a little anecdote pertaining to the latitude worthy
man, well read in the Revised Statutes and poor woman eking out a miserable pittance
of Portland. The steamer Forest City, on a member ol our Total Abstinence
I
the odds and
and over tin re

j

foreign

and disabled soldiers, and buried
million ot the young men of the nation—
the question now is, how much of similar
results can be obtained from the Mormon
question, if carefully nursed.

orphans

one

The statement of Mr. Clark, the hero of
the back-door entrance and pistoling search
at the Foxcroft Exchange, which we have
been

requested

to

publish,

space it would take up.

long

to a class of crazy

isn’t; worth the

Clark

seems

to be-

fanatics, who think

that the millenium will come when they have
full liberty to tap everybody’s eider barrel,
and let the contents run towaste. The Dover
Observer thus pictures Clark while
in his exalted mission—

engaged

That search was a very mysterious thing. No
doubt Clark will acknowledge that there arc some
things “past finding out.” We, in our simplicity
can’t think what that doughty officer was after in
ladies’ trunks and wardrobes. Did he suspect rum
and treason there? Couldn’t lie make shift to gel
along without mussing the ladies’ linen? Isn't it
possible that his olfactory nerves played him false
when he was looking under beds and sinks? Ii is
an important thing to lie a
sub-deputy,—really we
don't think friend (’lark is quite up to the position,
—certainly not sufficiently to lie entrusted with
loaded pistols,—they are dangerous playthings,—
they arc liable to go oil' in the hands of the most
inexperienced persons.

An extra sheet containing the public laws
at the recent session of the Legisla-

passed

ture accompanies this week’s paper.
The MaeFarland trial drags its slow lengthalong.
There is nothing of special interest since last week.
Tlie line of defence adopted is that MaeFarland
was

insane,

ami it is generally thought that lie will

he acquitted.

GENERALITIES.

BUCKSPORT.

The •Somerset

BtcKspOKT, April

is, lSTO
Our season of amusement in the way of dancing
culminated in a Grand Fancy Dress Ball, at Lyceum
Hall, last Thursday evening. For many weeks

interests, and

*yS. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this
paper.
ayT. C. Evans, 100 Washington Street, is an authorA MAIDEN FAILURE.
ized agent oi this paper.
senator Hamilton, of Texas, made liis maiden
ayGrEO. P. Howell & Co., 4o Parjc How, New York,
peech in the Senate, the subject lieiug the Iiingliam will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest
iim-uitiiient to the Georgia bill. It was a queer rates. Their orders will always receive promt attention.
production, a religo-politleo, incoherent harangue,
Dodd, 121, Washing Street, Boston, is
ecad from manuscript in a nasal, whining voice, anayHoRAcE
authorized Agent lor the Journal.
much of the kind affected by ignorant, canting men
of the clerical persuasion. "There was nothing in it
■ave its drafts upon scriptural illustrations of perNewspaper Decisions.
tidimts communities and slanders of the Southern
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
people, and though the speech was aimed to place post-ortice—whether directed to his name or another’s,
Society.
Hamilton upon an equality with the most radical or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible for her
way to Boston, was steaming past Cape mention the last fact as the Deacon is subject to
ol the Radical party.it did not make a favorable the payment.
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he must Elizabeth
light, when the Captain noticed a sickness, and would be grateful for any suggestion
impression even in that direction. It was a great
continue to send
i lure.
pay all arrearages, or the publisher mav
make, “unbeknownst like," as to the
the
It until payment in made, and collect
whole amount, couple of fellows, much ! he worse for travels you may
HISlH'STEl) WITH T1IK REPUBLICAN PARTY.
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
place where lie can procure the best medicine.
in
Bourbon
flat
on
the
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take newsdeck,
>-cretan' Boutwell received a letter from a revcounty, sitting
In baste, yours,
enue storekeeper itt Tennessee,
notifying hint that papers and periodicals trom the post-otlice, or removing each tugging away at tiie stump of a cigar.
G. Washington Doodles.
In- resignation must be at once accepted, as he is and leaving them uncalled for, is prlfui jacie evidence
of intentional fraud.
One of them accosted the Captain with—
Note «y the Kiutor.
We publish the foredisgusted with the Republican party on account ol
tin ii slanders, oil the people of his State by promSubscribers are reqdested to take notice of the date on “S-a-y, Cap’n, when you goin’ to start ?" going from our esteemed correspondent at Doddlethe
false
statements tlirough Congress that the oolored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
ulgating
town as our apology for the omi sion for the time
iliere was nothing but murders and other outrages form of receipt now U9ed. For instance, 15 May 08, “Start!” says the Captain, “why 1 have
of bis valuable Historical articles. We have
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
being
When started, and am outside the harbor.”
■'•dug on night and day in Tennessee.
“The
a new payment is made, the date will be immediately
bad the pleasure of an interview with, the Deacon,
to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent devil
have!—w-w-what'n
thunder
changed
did
you
CONGRESS.
and are decidedly of opinion that lie is
with eve.y paper, Subscribers in arrears arc requested
eminently
to forward the sums due.
you leave us here lor ?”
qualified for the performance of the labor lie lias
1'ln resolution fur a joint committee on Indian
state
THE
POST
to
OFFICE
*yIn
sending
money,
the
was
While
anxious and im- undertaken. His reports of eases tried will be of
\ flairs was taken up ami debated in the Senate
Prog. Age
which the paper is sent.^Cr
Tuesday tlic 12th. Messrs. Morrill of Maine and
patient for Mr. Knowlton to start, while it exceeding interest to our readers, we have no
I ei vis opposed it. An effort to take up the Northwas
ern Pacific Railroad bill failed and the Gt
waiting for him to start, and doubt. Subjiimed is his first communication.
orgia bill
A CHANGE COMING.
was considered.
Mr. Tipton argued that Georgia
even urging him to start, lie did start, but in
v as in the Union, and that the withdrawal of the
51 it. SIMMON':
At ton o’clock this morning,
“The air is full of poniards,” said an acute
an opposite direction from the one desired.
military from the State and the admission of her
w<: the Jurors, the Sheriff, the Clerk, the
Tuesday,
representatives to each House was proof of the observer of signs, just before the French And now the
Age wants to know why it is Lawyers and the Judge alt met in the Court House,
fact, in course of his remarks lie said party wires revolution
burst upon the heads of the
had been pulled from the State of Georgia, and
left behind, while the Montville leviathan is and after the Rider made a prayer, the Clerk called
" henover it was
over the names of the Jurors.
necessary to alarm a timid or re- French King and nobility. The heedless and
When he called
taking his way along, careless whether the
fractory member of the 'Senate a murder or riot dissipated nobles went on
mine—Abijah Snuffles—I saw the Judge look up
carousing and
" a' reported in order to manufacture the
in
his
wake
or
not.
is
necessary
Age
and all around the room, quick as a flash, and when
amount of indignation against the rebels in general. feasting—feasts that were to lie their funeral
We think that for nimhlencss in changing £ answered. "Here," I saw him
Mr. Howe made a long speech in defence of the
smile.
baked meats.
Republican party and the value of its services to
we should be willing to back the
£ never saw the Judge before, and f couldn't unt lie country; after which the Senate
Cannot even those who have not remarka- position,
adjourned. In
in the known derstand what he smiled for; but when £ walked
tie House contested election eases were considered
the gift of prophesy, perceive that the Age against any publication
without acting on any of them. A resolution was bly
world. It is “everything by turns, and no- up the alley towards him, he rose and came to the
pa"ed appropriating $3000 to pay the expenses of political atmosphere of this country is full of
end of his desk and took me by the hand, and says
Hie Gen. Howard
long.1’ It has been all sides of the
investigation. The House then the threatenings of a
The thing
he, “Deacon Snuffles, £ am happy to see you here:
coming change
adjourned.
the
rum
the
currency question,
question,
In the Senate Wednesday the Kith, Mr. Wilson
I have often heard of you, and fee! confident that
Republican
party has outlived its time. It
tried to procure speedv action mi the Georgia nill
railroad question—and now it changes front on whichever
had but a barren victory in 1860, which the
jury you may he, that jury will do
saving the country was dissatisfied with the-iowon the candidacy ot Mr. Knowlton, with surjustice to all parties.”
>»-ss of Congress.
Mr. Kerry of Connecticut held folly of the Southern members of
Congress,
Knit the further interference of Congress in the utJust then the Clerk stopped and looked round;
prising alacrity. These extracts from the
tairs of Georgia was unwise and unnecessary. in withdrawing from their seats, converted
of dates only two weeks apart will il- hut the Judge told ldm to proceed and empannel
Age,
the ..ntinued until the executive session, into an
impregnable castle. The war that lustrate this
• lie First and Second juries, and
kept on talking
after which the Senate adjourned.
In the House
point—
ensued was the golden opportunity of radicalwith me.
or three contested election cases were
ivy.>
disposed
From the Frog. Age, ol From ttie l'rog. Ago of
"l. Messrs. Shober of North Carolina.
Taylor of ism to strengthen itself, which it was not April 1.
April 15.
Alter.the clerk got, through, the Judge told the
ilut Mr. Knowlton says
IVnndyvania and Sheldon of Louisiana severally
Arguments iu favor of lob ang awarded seats.
The tariff'hill was then dis- slow to improve.
By the remarkable course cality are sometimes over- that his views and Mr. Per- two juries to retire and choose a Foreman for each,
cussed till the adjournment.
of following events, which were miracles of rulcd in favor of the best ham’s are alike. What then and then turning to me said, “Deacon, f am reuud most popular man; but are Mr, Perham's views
It
Mr. Stunner introduced a bill in the Senate Frito see that you will lie on the Third
Jury.
fortune, it succeeded in preventing that iu this case the reasons in Isthe understood throughout joiced
to
good
day
simplify and reduce the rates of postage, to
that Mr. Perliam The duties of that jury arc more arduous than
favor of the candidate are
State,
abolish the f rankling privilege, limit the cost of carof the country which its lack of no less strong than the lo- agrees with the platform of
disruption
those of the First and Second; and as the oath
rying tlie mail and regulate the payment of postage.
Mr. Knowlton is the Hichborn faction, last
they
cality.
He gave notice ot his intention to move it as a good sense and statesmanship invited.
among the ablest men of the year; that he goes for a have to take, “to decide all eases between purtv and
it stitutc for the
ot
State
and
tor
the
bill
repub.ic&n party
pending
constabulary
abolishing the frankto law and the evidence
To-day the mission of the republican party State.
He ia a man ol the imprisonment law as it party accordng
given
ing privclege. The hill makes a reduction of postIt lingers upon the stage statesmanlike ideas. He originally stood, both ol them," is not required of your jury, it is most image t" one cent for half ounce letters, and sulisti- is accomplished.
has had experience iu pub- which have been condemned
tuies for the
franking privilege the system of.itamp- when its part is over; it is dead and above lie life. As a representative by the people, and one re- portant that it should he composed of men of the
d envelopes. The lull amendatory of the census
to Congress from this State, pealed, and the other rnodihighest order of intellect and strictest integrity—
law was passed, and the
Georgia hill was taken up. ground, when it should be dead and buried. at a critical period ot the tied by the republicans of such as
you arc.”
After discussion it was agreed to take the vote at The
of the nation, when the legislature. Those laws
affairs
non-extension
of
slavery, its cardinal old parties were breaking up cost the republican party lo,
ii o'clock on Tuesday and the Senate
I bowed, of course, and stepped back:
adjourned to
just then
..lay. In the House Mr. Hawes reported from idea, more than prevails, for there is no he bore a leading part. He Mo votes, the year t hey were Uie Sherift' came along and touched me on the
is popular with the people, in existence, and had it atthe conference committee on the
lull and
deficiency
slavery to extend. More than that, the late No man in the State would, tempted to maintain them, shoulder and says lie, “Deacon, you and the other
In report was adopted, 102 to 70. The tariff bill
was
its
discussed awhile, after which the remainder of the slaves have, by a most summary process, we believe, as a republican beenascendency would have members of tie Third Jury will go and lake
your
candidate for Governor reseriously imperilled, If
-'■ssion was occupied in consideration of the hill
been transmuted into citizens, voters, offici- ceive a larger vote. We not lost in the State. We seats on the .tops at the north end of the Court
relating to the District of Columbia, after which the
name him, therefore, feeling say, therefore, that we can
and nuke choice ot a Foreman, send his
H ouse in spite of the
when the not stand on Mr. Knowl- House,
opposition of Messrs. Dawes als—we had almost said into ebony angels. confident ofthat
selection shall ton’s or Mr. Perham’s plat- name in to illiquid then be excused lit! all. r din"i Massaeiui.-etts and Allison ot iowa.
question
adjourned The anti-slavery
has
its
disbanded,
have been fully considered form, nor abide the test of
society
til! Monday
ner."
by the republicans ot the republicanism which is proMonday in the Senate Mr. Drake introduced a organ is dead—the vexed ipiest ion has van- state,
WV accordingly proceeded and look our
the choice at the con posed, which excludes from
places
resolution
joint
proposing an amendment to the ished into thin air. With it went the back- veution must ultimately rest'office and consequently from and
began to vote for a Foreman. We voted six
constitution that the President of the United States
I membership ol the party,
upou him.
hall have power to protect any State
every man who is not a times; and every time the vote stood II for Deacon
against bone of the republican party. There is left
domestic violence on sufficient proof
practical temperance man, Abijah Snuffles, 0 for
being present- only its galvanized remains.
Captain Jorum Barnacle; all
in other words a total absti'd t" him of tlie existence of such
violence, and
nent. When this becomes the rummies and copperheads went for Barnacle.
ihat Congress shall have power to enforce this
hat future then* might be for that
party,
the party shibboleth, the On the seventh vote it
amendment by appropriate legislation. The Justood -1 for Snuffles, 4 for
with the prevalence of wise, councils, wo
process of disintegration of
diciary Committee reported adversely on the hill
(the republican party will Barnacle; four of the jury had got sick and gone
will
tlie
not
undertake
to
number
of
increasing
With a deference
say.
Supreme'and Circuit
[speedily commence.
off. £ then proposed, as a compromise, that one
< ourt
Judges. The Georgia bill was taken up. In to the necessities of the times
and the deThe Mount of Mossing ami the Mount of candidate should act as Foreman for the first week
'lie House a large number of bills were
introduced
and referred, including one
proposing an amend- mands of a country struggling to repair the Cursing lie not far apart in tlu* columns of and the other for the second ; the proposition was
in' m
pi the constitution prohibiting donations to waste of war, its chances for continued as- our
sectarian schools; also one to enforce the 1.7th
neighbor, and it is difficult for his readers unanimously accepted, with I he understanding that
amendment. The bill of Mr. Paine of Wisconsin cendancy would be better.
But it learns no to say on which he may he hmnd to stand. my turn was to come first. We then adjourned;
i"r the
most of the jurors started for their
apportionment of members of Congress was
boarding-houses ;
Passed: 8(1 to 83. It provides that after March 3d. wisdom from its experience or the experience The most obvious remark that suggests itself but
feeling a little unwell alter the exciting scene
Is.I, the House of
of
others.
It
is
in
lie
into
of
to an observer in this connection is that it
Representatives
composed
engaged
projecting
through, which I had passed,'/went over to Dr.
members, apportioned among the States now
the expedients of war, and neg- must terribly wrench the machine to reverse Fuller's.
in tlx
lmon; tin* basis of representation to be as- pacific days
certained by the Secretary of the Interior from the lects the arts of
When Court began in the afternoon it so
peace. The army is still a it so suddenly. If it is done many times
happencensus report.
No State is to lose any
preliminary
vast and burdensome establishment.
members in the 42d Congress, and if tlie new
Bay- more, the worn out types and press may lay ed that the first ease ready for trial, being one that
apportionment increases the number of
Representa- onets gleam and guns frown where there is themselves a wreck prone on the steps of the excited a great deal of interest outside and threattive- from
any State, those fur the 42d Congress
ened a large amount of hard swearing, was
put to
hall lie chosen by the State at
nothing to oppose or fear. The exactions of I White House, in pathetic supplication for the the
large.
Third Jury. It was the ease of
internal taxation are as onerous as when the Belfast
Collectorship.
Mriiitaw.k Bonus, I.imt. v. Sir.um.u: Bonks.
Ci Kiosn it-..- or MAKitLvtiK. i'hc
This was a Libel for Divorce from the bones of
Massachu- rebel guns were heard at the capitol, and its
setts statistics for 1868,
The New York Tribune is badly mixed in matrimony, brought by the wife against her husjust published, give machinery as vast, complicated and expenHie
following interesting facts relative sive. The comforts of life, the poor man’s the nastiness of the Bichardson trial, the band, on the ground of incompatibility of temper.
Defendant filed the plea of “\0 issue," with
tea, coffee, sugar, clothing, imported Iront Bev.
to the institution of
specimatrimony—■
Frothingam, who made the prayer at fication of defence that,
are made costly by a most exorbitant
probably, “there never
» M the 27,712
abroad,
persons married, 11,572 males
the death-bed wedding, and thanked God would he."
ami 12,149 females were married for the first tariff. While the rich man’s bonds are un“for what these two had been to eaeli other,
Both parties were witnesses; ihe plaintiff
time, 222.1 were widowers and 1626 were taxed,
lat,
usury gnaws at the substance of the and what
widows. Of the. men married 231 were unthey might be,” lias been a Tribune lair and forty—the Defendant lean, lank and
business
man.
State
are
made,
last
Married
governments
fall. At time of marriage
der 20 years ; 517G from 20 to 25 : 4438 from
contributor; Sinclair is one of the Tribune lengthy.
-•’*to 30 : 1706 from 30 to 35; 8GG from 35 to tin-made, and re-made, at the will of ConMrs. Calhoun, who is accused of Biff, was owner of a house, housing-stuff and one
publishers;
row ; Defendant owned
4"; 174 from 40 to 15 ; 315 from 45 to 50 ; 144 gress, in glaring violation of right, iustiee
nothing hut what he stood
being a “procuress,” and the instigator and up in. Acting on the legal
from 55 to GO: 99 from GO to G5; 51 from 05 and
constitutional law.
presumption that they
Military satraps abettor of this adulterous proceeding by Mrs.
t" 70: 31 from 70 to 75; 13 from 75 to
knew more about the facts than anybody else we
80; and elect themselves to the United States Senate,
were over SO.
Of the women, 2633 were
a
is
Tribune
McFarland,
regular
writer; and dismissed all the other witnesses—about twenty—
under 50; 6157 from 20 to 25; 2871 from 25 front States in which they have notoriously
Beecher, who aided in the mock marriage, and ordered them to leave town forthwith under
in 30; 1009 from 30 to 35; 512 from 35 to
40; no residence, and certify themselves as being boasts that the only newspaper he reads is the penalty of being held responsible for tin- costs;
254 from in to 45 ; 147 from 45 to
50; 99 from legally chosen and eligible officials !
they scattered.
the Tribune.
.at to 5.i; 43 irom .5.5 to 60
; 37 from 60 to 65 ;
The evils enumerated are common to the
Plaintiff swore that Defendant was hi the habit
11 from 65 to 70; 4 from 70 to 75; 3 from 75
of larrui >ing her with an old saddle-girt that
to 80; and 3 were over 80.
The average a«-e whole country. Ilut Maine sutlers grievousSlavery has been fought down, voted down, and
from the land and from tin constitution. longed to her former husbund.beeause she wouldn't
ol all the nteu was 29 years, and of the ly in addition. Her
shipping, that was in for- expunged
The question is in order “wind next?" [Kllswortli give him a Bill of Sale of the house.
Defendant
women 25 years.
Two girls married at 13 mer
a source of wealth, has vanished from American.
days
swore that, plaintiff was in the habit of lathering
years of age and 5 at 14. Three lads of 16 the
ocean, through the unfriendly legislation
Well, having laid waste one half the coun- him with her tongue, and now and then spilling a
married. A widower of .17 was married to a
incurred a debt of three thousand little hot water on him when lie staid out until
twice-widowed woman of 2<», the fourth mar- oi Congress, and the country is humiliated by try,
riage of a man of 40 was with a maiden of 29, seeing three-fourths of its imports in
millions, pensioned about a million of widows, after the cow ought, to lie milked.

and the fifth marriage of a man was with a vessels.
spinster of 66. Two widowers of 84 were
The republican party was born in Maine.
married to women not tiuite 80 years old, and
one man was married for the first time at the It sprang from the union of abolition, know■age of 70 to a widow of 34.
nothingism and prohibition. Its first successes
were achieved here, and from Maine it went
Dkeadhi. Scene Undkk the Gallows. forth
conquering and to conquer—we had alWhen at 21 minutes past it o’clock
Friday most said, like the northern barbarians in
John
morning
Reynolds was forcibly reminded that “hanging was not played out” in New the days of Rome’s overthrow. We venture
York, the fall of the weights, while it made the prediction that republicanism will comih” culprit at the other end of the
rope jump mence to die in Maine—and that it has already
up to nearly the crossbeam, still was not sufits mortal hurt. “The air is full of
ponificient to break his neck. The noose was got
placed too low, and instead of pulling ittio-ht ards,” to stab it. The liquor question is
it in the struggles of dissolution.
before fastening it to the (damp, the
Deputy twisting
Sheriff left it dangling loose around
The rival factions that aspire to the ConReynolds’
neck. The noose thus ran over the chin, and
the U. S. Senate, and to
tlie miserable convict died a horrible death. gressional positions,
the
in
the
State
places
For nearly two minutes the
government, glower
body burm
motionless, but at 20 minutes past ‘J, the upon each other with angry eyes, ready to
nerves having recovered from the shock
The Paper
they break into open hostilities.
laid received by the start of the
body, resumed Credit investigation is going to catch in its
•heir functions. The breast of the
culprit
much larger game than is generally supbegan to heave, as if in dreadful agony; the trap
arms fried to loosen themselves from
with corresponding damage to the imposed,
the
thongs that held them, and a fearful rocking maculate leaders of that party.
In short,
motion came over the
body. Five minutes dissolution is written all over it.
alter the rope; had been cut one of the
medical
Will the elements of opposition to t he
presgentlemen heard the air rush into the ri^ht
lung. At 0 minutes after being hung the ent policy ol the republican party see in all
pulsations in the left wrist ceased, but it this its golden opportunity?—or shall wisdom
lasted from 1.11-2 to 14 minutes ere
complete cry aloud in the streets, and no man heed
strangulation had set in, and the murderer her? The rank and file of
the dominant parhad paid the forfeit of his crime.
ty are rebellious under the destructive lead
New Medford brags of a pointer that came to
ot those who are guiding the destinies of the
a
dead stand the other day before a door-nlatc inn
1
party. They see the baneful influence of its
scribed “A Partridge.”
on
their material interest—and are
A New Orleans man, one 11. It. Warner, sues
for policy
a divorce from Ids wife on the
ground that she is so resolved to have a change or a revolt. As
addicted to the use of morphine that she is useless
to him as wife,
they are not likely to get the first, the other
helpmate or companion.
must follow.
A Kansas man ate three
pounds of raisins, the
other day, on a wager, which was
It is believed that out of this element, compaid to Ids widow.

Corrcdpondcucc of the Journal.
LETTER FROM

our

young

people

decline

Hie Masqueraders
It was the most brilliant gathering c unwitnessed in our village. There wen- PI in costume—while till available scat/ were occupied by

"All

delighted spectators.

In

thing

be

Many

j

class of customers, who wont buy
unless
they can have the best. And so
any
because there lnppens along a person upon
whom lie can palm Ins poorer articles he doe?
it with a self-satisfied air and an unblushing
not to suppose that

only place where such practice obtains, for you occasionally see if in other esOn tiiis particular morning
tablishments.
the market, seemed to lie filled with an abundof flesh, fish, fowl and fruit. Some
fresh green encumbers and ripe tomatoes
looked so tempting that I inquired the price
ance

and found the tomatoes to he worth twentylive cents apiece and the encumbers thirtyhike Gail Hamilton’s strawberseven cents,
ries, 1 though’ they “might taste coppery.” i

having got his regimentals on, don’t like to
lay them aside- -and who blames him ? It is
a good deal of satisfaction to lie dressed
up.

A gentleman residing not a thousand miles from
buried about thirty of his finest heads m
cabbage, tit order to preserve them fresh for sprite'
use.
on opening them a few days
since, he found’
to hi- surprise that the rats had
wintered union"
Ills preserved cabbages and devoured the whole
says the Whig.

Kangor,

the Common, but with-

discovering any trace of her. (’apt.
Savage h is offered one hundred dollars and
out

Sav-

lamm

>lh

painting

of the B illie of

Mrs. E.

B.Googius,

J.NTillock,
Thomas

Parker,

Wm. Parker,

“-

heller than any American
sent their.
si

il

In
to

picture

&<•. 1 am reminded

referring
pictures
speak of a new design of Messrs. Boynton
to

old maid’s mirror, and make you
look handsome, whether you are so or not.
Feebler plays for the last time, previous to

Night,
Night and Du\
Gipsey.

irish W.t-dnnv.uuan,
Mrs. shod.p.

Clnderilln.

Tillie Whitmore, I
(iuss Sherborne.)

Colored fwins.

1

Mrs. U. II. Emery.
Miss Florence Bowden,
Louise It. Grant,
Jennie 11. Moore.
Blanche Sprowl,
Lizzie M. Bennett.
Caddie

an

Temple

week, and

departs shortly afterward to
his Norwegian home—it is said never In return again to this country.

face, head,

chest and left arm.

An ('Hi., woman ha-, nighcd up a fishbone
which
had in h.-r throat 42 years. It restor. I
hn
and her husband wants a divorce.

l‘Y

•,ic

\ I alifornian. a
lortune b, marry

veteran of Mil. lias had the mishis own daughter. He h id not
her since she was an infant.
snp|«ised die was
dead, and did not discover the
relationship for some
Week' alter marriage.
cii

L. Wussoti,
11. L. Barts,
Geo. Thomas,
Jim. H. Douglass.
Henry K.Trott,

A

l>i Yormon.
Fancy Dress.

our

(ir

i;>

f

it

in

News Boy, No. H.
Game ot D.uuinoc.
Your humble servant.
Yankee Jack.

Matador.
Butcher.
Cupl. Nungmlg.r.
Jack Homer.
l ucle Joe.
King Charles.

J. 11. Davidson,
Geo. M. Ware,
Willie Bennett,
Willie B. Sulsbury.
Joe Bouliu,
Joseph 11. Whitmore,
Geo. Chandler,

Republican implicitRising Sun.
Spanish Cavalier.
Ancient Knight.
Jack Sheppard.
Sailor Bo>
Capt. lvidtl, as lie .Sailed.

S

un

A

A I. line I bill I. at Iter I'aiviyell it the St p,
telly t *|iet a II,.use, u
pr. -erite.l with a i.earl an,I
,Inin,mi,I hfiMieh Ya hie, I n si;,.(ton.
1‘e,''

Metamosphie.
COUNCIL.

\t the meeting of the t. rami Lodge of (,001]
Templars of .Maim at Lewiston Thursday,

I.I'II, l[ et'Si

,lrinl,:" is the ipiestion
tha,
press of the state. Strange
H
none
of them liaYe thought of ilixitin
iinuigh.
him into the basement of (he
Kangnr House, ami
Hale,

:,

the

-aerilieing
I'he

Y

llepuhlieau

a

twenty-live emit serlp in the

eause.

porators ,.f tin
Itneksport ami Union
1 •''•
I! 'ill-ee l will meet at
llueksport, April "stli,
1 mr
1"1 -ai'isaii,"!
ITammi*I, friemls mean l.imi
eoi

lie-

*i

Summer.
l urk.
Gho.-»t.
Last 1C.•
ot Summer.
Dwart.
Circus Ridir.
l urk.
Silent Monk,
Indian.

IN

iuiiali paper advt'f'lises for "gills for cool,
y
elite,,ij.,,rary replies
|ik,
when von get accustomed to them

\
raw,

M .whins lias •vilizetis of both sexes," (he
U,.pn|..
lieun says, linrntiin slionl.l lie lonkiim
.,nei' ;i,
In-rni :t| >ln*oili It's.

Batch Doolittle tromVi.

Deception,
I nsigu.

TEMPLARS

on
111

■

Fireman
Court Je ter.

Fireman,
t nknown

-,

s

!i,|,iors?i„

til,

SlicruiauG Steel \\ <uk
Hard Time-,

The

""'hat made von ,piit the Mast:-" said a
man in
to :• 1K‘\V «*oiiht.
“I got into trniiMo |»\
marrying two wivos,” w;is tho rospoino
*‘\W1!
-aid the Other,-I came out here because'|
a0| inti.
I rouble by marrying
only one wife." "And I
added a by slander, "came here because I
«ot ini
trouble .simply l.y promising to
marry one."
I-or a week past it has been no
uncommon thin
b> witm
the humiliating spectacle of middle a md
iii"n iinder !
.. intovi.-ating
si.. ot this I illage
[ Marinas i;, p.
I
it 1 ussihl. with the new
prohibition law in
lull lot’.’.

A.‘t

l.I.UKN

Queen's Bag.-.
Antiquarian.
Bonaparte.

B. F. Shute,
Fred It. (ioogins,
It. C. Leach,
Frank Collins,
C. C. Homer,

Kllsvvorth is ahead of us in
spring,weather.
uteri, an lias heard the frogs
singing,

■

Bucksport it I.!I worth It. It.
Lone star
Revenue Fla •.
Fancy Dross.
Faucy Dr.
Dew Drop.

Style ot

Ames,

his return to Europe, on Saturday next. The
Fred U.Orcutt,
occasion is to he Miss ho Cierq’s benefit, and
the play the l.ady of Lyons. Ole Hull gives
THE GOOD
also a farewell concert at Tremont
next

of the Green.

May Silsby,

and Ileahl, for portraying the “human face Kdward F. Roberts,
Arthur 15.
divine.” They are known as Heliographs, Fred Ginn,Kldriiig
O. Davis,
and are very much superior to ordinary Berry
A. J Silsbv,
O.
Chart.
Bilsbury,
photographs in -oftnes.s of finish and delicacy
-,
of expression
have
J.
A.
somewhat
the
Whitmore,
They'
effect of

j

1

still remains on exhibition at
Childs Si Go’s, and attracts large crowds to It. II. F.mt*r>\
Frank Cunningham,
Xo one visiting the City should fail Joseph it. Batternou,
see ii
Lewis Tapley,
to see it.
Thomas Hill, so widely and well Willie Boss,
Charles S, O. Douglass,
known in connection with his celebrated N.
II. Bung,
(ieo. li. Grant,
picture of the Vo.Semite Valley, has ju-t com- J.
A. Homer,
W. Williams,
pleted a painting of the White Mountain Reuben
G. H. Fitield.
Notch. It has not yet been put upon exhibi- Chas. Goodwin

ever

Wearing

Miss Minnie (
Wheclden,Variety.
Eveuiu
Cora li. Hill,
Alice (iinn,
Night.
Hattie Crocker,
Gipsey Maid,
A Jewess.
Addle Jordan,
Ada Cunningham,
Fancy Hr*
l urk.
Mrs. I.. A Whitmore,
Miss Georgie Harrimau, Fairy oi tin- sin s.
Will Ginn,
Philadelphia l.uw\.’\
Miss Maggie (iinn,
Spring.
Josie F. Parker,
Spring.
Mr-. A. Bowley,
Lady in Blue.
•*
t^ueen ot Diamond
Henry L, Peirc.*,
MissDellle Grimllc,
Summer.
Ball Dress.
II. I>. Swett,
(’addle llarrim m,
Hungarian Suit
A Snow Storm.
Mrs. M. E. Shute,
Miss C. L. Homer,
Pop Corn Girl.
Annie Eastman,
Goddess ot Libert v.

Gettysburg

will

j

Starlight.

<. I. \ I

tion, and il is said that he has been advised
to sen ! it to Europe, on the ground that il

iu< iniiati. Philip Lolz had trouble with his
and sought relief in this wise .—lie
put two
pounds of powder in a wooden box, laid it on tinp;l'I'm, lit, tilt'll lay down, pillowing Ids head on the
infernal machine, and then touched it off.
He
meant l„ kill himself, hut
only ..ae(1
hlmi.
mg the hair off his head, setting |,is clothes on m,
and badly binning the left half of bis

V ui.in name.I Sullivan was
recently assassinated
in Pennsylvania. Although he
perfectly well knew
who had given him his fatal wound, he
utterly refused to make any disclosure, md the secret die
I
with him.

Ladies.
Mary Hey wood,
Josie E. Sllsby,

Maggie Cunningham, Morning.

The

In

! wih',

Ship "Crest of the Wave" wa- wrecked on H..
I- ;tu l,
Ninthly tin !Mh, am! all imnds wore* lost
steel licit around the waist was lettered "Sherman's
ITitn e Napoleon, who killed
Steel Works." Above the belt, in front, was repreyoung Victor Noir.
at t i \cl in New d ork last w
e,*k, and is now in lto-a Steam Engine Governor.
On the back of
Ion.
The F.tnperor sent him abroad.
tin1 dress, above the licit, was displayed the great
1(0) lb. Steam Hammer. Bars of steel striped tinWhen the brig Kiel llliss was wrecked at
skirts of the frock and legs of pants. These designs MVanipscott. last week, there were on hoard a
at
with t wo kittens and a
were executed with silver
dog. The cat and one ,,t
paper glazed over with the kittens
was killed at the time of the wreck.
something to give tin- exact color of steel, on black dog took the other kitten in his mouth and The
swam
velvet.
ashore with it and dug a
place on the beach as a
nest tor it, and has Since
In the dress worn by a lady as lit.* Ellsworth R,
protected it. It was found
a day or two
ago by some of Mr. Black’s men wli
R., we thought \vr detected#10 same skillful handiwent to photograph the wreck.
The
work—golden sleepers ;md rails on a white ground, the dog and protege to a citizen of captain gave
Swamps. ,,u
very scientifically located between Ellsworth A who doubtless will see that lli '\ ire well cared I'm
Rucksport, with i1< switch*- al Orlaud and olher [(Hone ester Advertiser.
Mr. M. II. s. rut,,n. for
stations.
many years one of the
proprietors of the Mansion House In Augusta died
The following name, an 1 hlT.i * r- \\ *ie pre'|Uih‘ suddenly last week, at the age of 47 years.
en!

Minnie Thomas,
Lizzie Smith,

the Mayor live hundred dollars reward lor
tier discovery. Printed notices of her personal appearance and the amount of the re-

Captain

deserving

(i

The search for the little Burns girl still
continues, and yesterday the water was turned off iro n the ponds and fountains in the

the requeil of

others are

honorable mention,
but I suspect you may lack room i n insertion,
One or tyvo local hits must not lie overlooked. Tinreaders of the Journal are by this time aware that
our people have got Steel on the brain, and it wanot surprising to find the Xew Steel Works represented in a very unique manner by one who
appeared to have mechanical knowledge as well as a
great degree of artistic skill. Five cog-wheels, bv
being matched together, formed the collar.
A

Miss

Thursday witnessed the celebration >iThe j
“Fifteenth Commandment'' as the news hoys
I didn’t chance to seethe sable pro- i
term it.
cession whilst on the line of march, Imt detachments of infantry have been observable !
throughout the city ever since. Poor Pompey

Monday, by

ill

sented

this is the

on

w

Though
great degree

I"'1' mental faculties. She has been twice married:
has had nine children, live of w bom are now
living,
tin* youngest being 01 and (lie oldest 7s
years id
age.

of the wearer.
The Goddess of Liberty showed
artistic skill in her dress, made
wholly from the
American Flag. The effect of the blue field of stars

particular

age.

a

great advantage for such a little, body.
seriously injured.
Spring, whose dress of white, trimmed with the
Al Poston, William S. Lucas, in jail
awaiting
opening flower btuls and evergreens of the season, trial for theft, committed suicide by hanging him
self to the grating of his cell.
tried hard to share the admiration of the bright
eyes

rougher looking woman that the samples
upon the counter are all he has. lie tells the
fastidious lady that it don’t do to expose it
for sale like the rest, as they keep it. for a

read in all the schools of (lie Cilv

Mrs. Jlcthia fozier, living in Athens, Me.,
lo.') years old on tin- loth of dune next.

failing in health she still retains ill

to

a

wan l were

woman, was

told its story. The Pop Corn
Pieces ol the Augusta dam continue lo break ,.t!
girl, was ■•fearfully
and wonderfully made,” and looked
goodenough to There i- now no head of w ater, and the mills aiv
eat. Di \ union in her tasty riding habit,
appeared all stopped. The dam at Kendall's Mills i- al-o

clerk liinls a tub of nice sweet blitter
for her. when lie lias just solemnly informed

on

Collinsville, Conn.,

a white man who married
taken at night from the bed
of Ins sable partner, and ridden on a rail.

we thought, not
only of heaven but
also of the other place.
Snow Storm, with her
umbrella and lower part of.her dress dotted with
snow, was very artistic.
Night in starry tires ;,ami
Silver Moon forming a part, of her celestial helmet.

dating

Pill die Garden and

well when dad's sober" was the motto of
I Amesburv on M

colored

a

naturally very sedate, had to acknowledge that
“there was really a time to laugh,” and this tha’
lime. There was every nameahlc person and

tidious anil hard to suit, anil you are surprised at the quickness with which tin* accomo-

are

a-

him

saw

juvenile Temperance Society
Patrick's I bay.

a

The scene on all sides was very
gay. The merry
laugh rising far above the music foretold a night of
joy and mirth. Even your correspondent, who is

ends;
by buying
across the bosom was excellent indeed.
The Itevhoarding-house keeper buying cheese, ! emie Flag displayed fine taste in her dress likewise.
which “lie is afraid is too good for boarders.” These two
dresses, although made from the same
A lady in search of lmtter is evidently fas- colors, were
entirely different in design

Von

Hersey

once

hollowing the example of Prince Arthur, lln
young Arch-duke Alexis, of Russia, is coming to
the United Matos,

a

countenance.

an

Gen.

]!"'

o’clock.

represented,

The editor
invitation to drink.

is predicted that Florida will become one oi
largest sugar-producing localities on this eon
11 ii<'in.
l be eiimate and soil are admirably
adapted
to its culture, and the
crop i- sure.

quietly at work preTo the strains of good
entered the
hall at P

music

Reporter endorses
man.

It

have been

paring for the occasion.

temperance

a

:•

'Ili-' l'.'ll'Wortli American puhlishehiographv
tli. I• 11• 1*,sp«.11 tflotvil
juryman. He was on
'lav*' in N'e\v .1. r»e\=

rise

r.angoi Whig

announces that tin* «tain at
iiui'lxittn ook has been earned
away, but doesn't
<faie whether dim w ill
repair ;f.

!"* \\ big records that eight drunken
youngrm*n
'treet tight in that
it\ on i'a t Day. And
lie lie w lhpu*r 1: v hi iii't ’. u e inti)
I

hnd

■

operation!

It i' 'aid that a ooupie in \\ iinioi, N. II., wh<»
procured dl\«ii e about
ya ar since have repent
I‘d, each forgiven the other, and upon “sober seeond
thought, have resolved to live happilv together in
tli*- tuhiro, a, luiiii-trr buviii!*,
nun i/.l them
»n
the 1st iii't

the officers for the next year were eleeted
Til'* Knglish :nv i
p.mi
Ah may winds up the lecture and installed, with the Kev. Smith Maker, Jr.,
4m{ :ti-n 11 il »
of Orono as Grand Worthy Chief Templar, I tin lied liiv er count n
season on tin*
evening of May 10th, with a and
Henry A. Shorev oi' Math as Grand
M '■ < "lla\ ha- :r<*t a I»:«t>\
lecture entitled ■•Among the Adirondack'.''
The afternoon session
Secretary.
Worthy
It will undoubtedly t>c racy and
Ihe police of 1 *• *r!1111 d :uc mal.iic seizureinteresting, was occupied in discussing a report eonimitlie-! and possibly will explain some <d‘ the mar- tingjthe Grand Lodge1 in favor of a third (tern ale and beer,
vellous stories heretofore related ol that peranee) party. Majoi S. L. Shaw of I'ari -,
Stephen H.111 ..c I | 111 ol S-and highly esteem*
John d. Merry of Oxford, li. Dres-n-rof \11
ed
if 1/.eii ol lliis town, Ii• •«l a! his residence in
wonderful region. This rex erend gentleman
bum, and others opposed the report, arguing
kxille on W e.liit | t>. aged 77 vear.s.
jVamd. 11
has been selected by the Ancient and Honor- that tin1 Grand
Lodge is not a political Lod\.
able Artillery to deliver the sermon on the and that, tlie cause of temperance cannot In
In IV.stnn. A!»hy < Shcpley ha- oht.vned a vei
The Hon Henry
occasion of their t no * hundred and thirlv- subserved by a third party.
di i ol v'tl.»41 against the owners ot' a
building from
ot
L.
Tnllman
the
llev.
\\ Jackson of
Hath,
We learned by talking with some of their neigh- seeond
Ihe root ot which -now slid
anniversary, xvhieli occurs in dune.
upon her head, can sin g
Gorham and others favored the report and
that
as
one
was
about
to
bors,
much
blame as the
severe in juries.
As a herald of summer, the llrexver Foun- advocated a third
party. A substitute was!
other; so we brought in opr verdict that the wo- tain on the
a large majority, express
Common
has
been
and
uncovered,
finally
adopted
Tim sportsmen on the west roast of Florida di>by
man should have the house and housing-stuff, and
ing a partial approval of the third party, Imt (‘oVer where the oyster beds are by drifting alon.
now murmurs musically to all those
the man have the cow, and both parties turn tail
passing
to,
in a small boat on a cloudv dav.
When
counselling temperance men to vote only for tie* eoa^t
and no cost for either party. We gave the Defend- its immediate vicinity.
l’ltm ii:.
it is understood ! they an* (rifting over an oyster bed tliev hear a
the friends of prohibition,
that
clicking
a
when
ant the cow because we found out that lie furnished
produced
telegraph instruthat the third party State committee has call- ment is .like
in operation.
plaintiff all her last winter’s tin -wood.
Tun Mormons in a memorial to Congress, ed a convention to nominate a temperance
After the verdict was read the Judge beckoned
hi a western town the following
assert that they liax-c reclaimed the desert candidate for Governor at Anhurn on lln- .'7111
“drop letter*
w a-. picked up on the sidewalk
to me, and I went up to his desk, and says he to me
“Dearest < *. \ on r
xvaste, cultivated il, subdued the Indians, of May.
boot are inside the garden fence, at the
southeast
—ho spoke it rather slow—“Deacon, that’s a
rerij— made roads, built cities, towns and settlem ncr. under a
piece of old carpet. Don’t conic
anv more, for Heaven'- sake! The
sensible—verdict; but I don't cxsictly see how this ments, established governments, encouraged
old mar. swai-s
A WHOLE TOWN DESTROYED.
lie !! Mow the top of your head otf. Your afl'e. t ion
Court can render a judgment on it: it wouldn't read education, and founded a nexv State.
Then
ate |t.
just right on our Records."
they declare: "We, the people who have
Allans \, ((bin, April 1 V
\ Philadelphia
junk-dealer advertises that he will
Says I, “Judge; isn't there some other Court done this, are believers iu the principles of
lire which broke out this bu \ “old iren, coper and pughtcr." lie should add
A
disastrous
where it can he recorded? It would lien pity togo plural marriage or polygamy, not simple as
in lliis village originated in a wood- -peltor, says the New York l imes.
an elevating social
over the whole
relationship and a preven- morning
thing again, and besides that the
en building occupied as a barber
M l’s. d. 11. < ’base, a native of .’somerset 1 o., \\ riftion
ot
shop and bv
terrible
our
atlliet
evils
xvhieli
is
many
jury very Impatient to go over to Condon’s and
families in the business part of j mg us from I ronton, Missouri, says she appreciates
race, but as a principle revealed by God, un- several negro
get some “Meals at all Hours.”
old
and
in
Somerset, and loves the
the town,
four hours every business
Dear Old Dirig..
The Judge sat and thought the matter over for a derlying our every hope of eternal salvation block bid two was
burned. There are no en- State;" and after an absence of -i\ Years, longs "p.
and happiness in Heaven.” They appeal to
see it- hills and dales.
< base says she canMis.
minute or two. At last he said, “Deacon, I would
and the ellorts ol the people with bucknot advise any all) one to leave Maine for that
Congress in the name of humanity to send a gines
suggest that that verdict had better he recorded in commission of
ets were unavailable to eneck the (lames.
to the Territory before
country. (Somerset Importer.
impiiry
the Probate Office.” 1 took the suggestion, and the
were burned, some severelv,
.Many
persons
legislating.
Some of the
lull no lives lost.
verdict, and we went straight to the office.
Several persons were sent-minded. clergymen out West are rather abIteeeiitly tWOoffheill made ail e\
taken Irom second
“there’s
a
verdict the
“Squire Field,” said 1.
story windows and others change of wives instead of pulpits. The rror
The
Maine
w
in
Farmer
ill)
has
tin*
Third Jury has just brought in, and we want it reescaped
following
only such clothing as the v ei >u It I hadn't been discovered at last accounts.
hastily lay their hands on. The lire \v;o
corded.” The Squire smiled while he was reading relation to the Augusta dam and matters eon
\! -he melting of the lh thel Natural
“A length of about one finally slopped on the west side of the siginrc
History
it over, and when he got through with it he said, ueeted therewith:
so, ier
April *-• Di. I 1 lie announced the discovert
hundred feet was carried axvay Thursday, at the Aaron Anderson block, wbieli. bow ot the -kclctou
ot a walrus in the town
"Mr. Foreman, I think it highly proper that this
of
In ion
to the foundations of ever, is a min.
,u tin- "lab-, while soim
men were employed d i"
verdict should he recorded here. I will put it in extending apparently
the structure. The river above and below
It is impossible to toll tin- total los-. '1 lie •.ling 1 well
| he bones were
in
a
be«l ol
deposited
the volume of administrations dehonis non."
blue clay about twelve feet irom the surface.
the dam now Mows at the same level. Work business part of tin* town is in ashes.
“That’s Latin lingo I suppose,” said one of the
is noxv entirely suspended in the mills, xvitli no
I licia is a man in the
vicinity of < edar Keys,
Jury. “What does it mean?”
l la.. who has
prospect of a resumption during the summer.
twenty-live children living. The
“Well,” said the Squire, in his usual quiet and
The
sell.
Hudson
which
sailed
from
Newbun
of
the
Mmilr
subsist principally on tish and oysters.
Although nothing certain is known
gentlemanly tone of voice, “in such a ease as this, plans for rebuilding the dam, il is believed port on Thursday, was built at Orland, Me., in the
as well as in
Two hundred and ten
year IHtlT, for Mr. David Warren, who now commany others that conic under my ob- that the proprietors of the water
pounds of New York seupower will mands her, and who hits been in her ever since she
servation, dr honisnon means noth ini/ Inti liniies."
iptain. which had been accumulating liftv-nin,
find il for their interest to push forward the was launched. She brought a load of lumber to
its
a
said
smsih/e
“Well,”
I, “tlic Judge says
years, were lately driven from home by a ’selfish
verdict. What do you say?” “Sensible to the work of repair and reconstruction xvilhout, Messrs. Thurston & (’olman on the Id of December wife, who wanted him all to herself. He
last, in a thick snow storm, and was hauled up l«»r paeilically to the Pacific slope with another w sloped
last.” says lie.
delay.”
oman.
winter, (’apt. Warren has lived on hoard during
• ml hasn't
Thereupon our jury adjourned.
any idea of returning.
the
since
whole
time
unloading,
scarcely
leaving
Ait. Sni ffles,
ol the 110 female murderers conduct! in the Michi- the vessel to make aequaintanees or view our
Some 75.000 gallons of water was pumped out of
city
Half-Foreman of the .Id Jury and Reporter for gan IVnitentiary, manv are very pretty, amt a lew —having been on the street but twice, and
a t oluinbus cistern last w eek, and wasted
visiting
just hethe Journal.
his consignees but once. | NVwbmyport Herald.
positively beautiful.
ause a negro had been drow n. I in it.
Kev.

v,

II

>.

Jio

1

!

A friend of ours who is chief clerk in the Govof Belfasternmental Dispensatory, say that no medicine chest
LICENSE BOARD OF THIS CITY, will be in
is now complete without Johnson's Anodyne Linisession at the Aldermen’s room, on Monday, May
ment. We always supposed it was prescribed by
2nd, 1870; at 7 o’clock 1*. M., to act upon applications for
law; if it is not, it on" ht to be, for certainly there Licenses, lor Inn Holders, Victualcrs, and Billiard
is nothin" in the whole materia medica of so much Saloons, l’er Order.
JOHN U. QUIMBY, City Clerk.
importance to the soldier and the sailor as “Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.”
Iwll
Belfast, April 20, 1870

Death or Old Citizens. Samuel S. Horsey,
aud highly rej Esq., for thirty-two years a valued
man of Belfast, died
Only 2 »i) French soldiers now survive Waterloo. spected citizen and business
on Friday last, alter a long illness, at the age of 62.
Pleven hundred immigrants landed at Xew York j
! Mr. Horsey was born in New Gloucester, Maine,
Monday.
* and mov cd thence to Belfast, where he engaged in
Iluilalo has a ghost, a tirst wife, who comes and
nicks up her children every night. The second the tin and hardware busine ss. He always enjoyw ifc i- not very cordial to her.
ed the respect and confidence of his fellow citizens,
I'll.* I.rig (iladiator.'al (Havana, reports having and has occupied public positions, including that
ict at scathe schooner John Limebitrner, of Brookof Representative to the Legislature. Mr. Hersey
ill, ■, loaded with molasses, on tire and abandoned,
was a man of cheerful and well balanced mind,
flic schooner sunk shortly after the brig met her.
He
! matured judgment, and of strict integrity.
flic fate o! hererew is unknown.
leaves a widow, and three sons, and a married
\ Connecticut matt lias worn the same hat to
tiiiroli for forty years, until recently. It has been daughter.
in stvle three times during that
period, lie is a
Major David G. Ames died on Monday. He
I Vmoerat, and his new heaver is one of the results
was born in Ossipee, N. H. in 1787, and was
f the election.
83 years of age at the time of his death. Major
Mrs. Lincoln still anticipates favorable action by Ames came to Belfast in
1812, and engaged in tana
on
her
for
ogress
pension.
application
ning and the manufacture of boots and shoes. In
! lin
were imported into Portland during the
his youth and middle age he was one of the best
tarter ending April '.Mh, I,*17,Mill pounds of sugar
aid I,71*.446 gallons of molasses. The sugar im- known as well as genial and popular citizens of the
il lation was nearlv four times that of last year for
place, and always possessed many excellent traits
same period.
of character. Ilis memory was remarkable, esy 'ril l who played Lillie Ecu at a Chicago theatre pecially of the events in the early history of Beln years ago now weighs 2*0 pounds.
fast, as well as of her prominent citizens, and we
One have often been a pleased listener to his recollecA woman's life has two eventful periods.
n she wonders whom “he will have, (he other,
tions of those times. Major Ames leaves a widow,
lieu sin- wonders who will have her.
and two surviving children, a son in California,
\ Now Orleans young man has got a divorce
and a daughter, the wife of Aaron S. Davis. Esq.,
in a new wife, on the ground that she wore false
I'lli. false hair, plumpers, calves and everything, of ( helsea, Mass.
-aid when she was undressed she didn't weigh
oc than seventeen pounds.
The Steamer City of Richmond's officers arc the
he hotels in Cedar Keys, Fla., that arc raised same as last year, except that Mr. Coombs the
ii piles, have holes bored in the tirst floor at conSteward, is new to this route. He has had exnient distances apart, to be used instead of spit■""11-.
(ictierally there is a hole bored in the floor perience in that department elsewhere, however,
A western lecturer lias chosen
Dirt. Death and the Devil.”

as

hi- theme,

City

OOBBECTED

WEEKLY FOB THE

JOURNAL.

This Stallion will stand for tlie
of Hares at my Stable in Helfast,
onc mi,e North of the city, on the “Head of
/T>V
the Tide Road,” every day in the week, except Wednesdays, when he will stand at Freedom
Village.
In going to FREEDOH on Wednesday 's forenoon,
he will pass through WAIDO and KI41X Corner,
and returning Thursday through ElOIVTVIIiKlE
Centre and MORRIA, arriving home Thursday noon.
Persons and mares coming from a distance, will be
entertained FREE, at my house and stable during
their stay.
The above horse is a thorough bred “CI/YDESIt AYE,” and was imported at great expense by .James
from WEIV BRVI8W1CK. ex20 to 00 CalfSkins,
20 to 00 Higgins. Esq.,
Eggs,
to improve the breed of horses in this vicinity
00 Sheep Skins,
20 to
75 to $1 pressly
Lard,
This horse is Eight Years old this Spring, weighs
10 to
14 Wood, hard,
$0.00 to 8
Beef,
1,400 pounds, and is claimed to bo a periect made
$1.00 toO horse
Apples,Baldwin,2.00 to 2.25 Wood, soft,
in every respect. For draught or the road, this
S
to
10
5 to 0
Dry
Pollock,
Veal,
horse
has no superior. He combines immense power,
8 to 10 | Straw,
$8 to 10 with
Dry Cod
light easy and graceful action. In order to enable
7.50 to 00
17 to 20 Herds Grass,
Clover Seed,
all who desire to improve their Stock, to avail themselves of the services of this horse, I have concluded to
reduce the price, and to warrant for $10.00.
OLOIJCKSTER FISH MARKET.
FORD GAY, Gay Farm,
For the week ending April 14th.
mw-II*
Relfast, April 15th, 1870.
George’s Codfish. Avery light stock in the mar
ket and prices have advanced. Last sales at $<» 7-8 now
Belfast, Wednesday, April 20,1870.
12 to 14
$6.00 to 101-2 Round llog,
Flour,
Corn Meal,
1.30 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
$30 to 32
8 to 10
Mutton
1.50 to 0.00
Bye Meal,
per lb,
OotoOO
1.10 to 1.25 Lamb per lb,
Bye,
25 to 30
1.25 to 0,15 Turkeys,per lb,
Corn,
20 to 25
65 to
70 Chickens, per lb,
Barley,
00 to 00
2.25 to 2.75 Ducks, per lb,
Beans,
00 to 00
Marrowfat Peas,1.25 to 1.50 Geese,
60 to
65 Hay per ton,
$18 to 20
Oats,
50
to
00
$1.50 to 00
Lime,
Potatoes,
35 to 40
10 to 12 Washed Wool,
Dried Apples,
0.00
Unwashed
0.00
to
Wool, 25 to 30
Cooking, do.
30 to 83 Pulled Wool,
40 to 00
Butter,
20 to 22 Hides,
7 to 00
Cheese,

■

held at $7.
Mackerel. Market quiet. .Sales ol a small lot ot
Shore Is at $28. Bay Is and 2s held at $28 a $15.
Fresh Halibut. Grand Bank in good receipt the
present week; sales at $6.25 a $7 per cwt.
Smoked do. 7 cents per lb.
Oil. Cod, 73 cents per gal, (Advertiser.

■

masked hall lias been defined
tuition for plain woman.
A

A

as

a

SPECIAL NOTICES.

and gives excellent satisfaction.

A \ irginia plank r vv hose sheep disappeared mys:rioti-lv. "watched liis flocks by night" with a
hot-guii. Next flay the doctor w as busy picking
ii. k-shot out of the leg of one of the neighbors.

merciful in-

New Orleans joker ran a carving-knife, into a
ii 1
internal arrangements and shouted “April
fii. fumral was more generally attended
that of any murdered man there for two weeks.

The

chilly atmosphere of,Saturday

was

accounted

for to the early risers who saw the ground white
with snow on Sunday morning.

Wharfage

|

I On

the

terms,

The lease of the American House, having about a
year to run, has been purchased by Mr. John C.

13tf

bobbins,

of North Union, who will assume the
management the tirst of May. Mr. Robbins who
is making arrangements for a long occupancy of

English Farmer.

BELFAST PRICES CITRREWT.

e

ireach bedstead which i- in the room.

and

principalof Wharf in

the

inquire

Storage,
harbor,

»

at

reasonable

II. RIM PROMT.

l.'Stlh

MANHOOD,

Farm For Sale.
FARM SITUATED IN SOUTH
four miles lrom City,
one
hundred and
seventy five acres of land; cuts about 25
tons of hay; suitably divided into pasture, mowing, and tillage land, about six hundred cords
second growth wood thereon; comfortable buildings,
and a pleasant location. Apply to the subscriber on the
CHARLES PATTERSON.
premises.
;i\vll*
South Belfast. April 10th, 1870.

A BELFAST,
containing about

premises, is a gentleman excellently well qualified for the place, and will be popular with the
i lie |no, n to, oi the nitro-glyeerine establishni in Hackensack, N. ,1., which exploded the
public.
ih.
lay. wa- obliged to sink tslo.oiKi wortli of liis
Some rascal on Saturday night stretched n line
in
to
the
.nocent goods
the river
appease
people.
across the Cedar street sidewalk, which tripped up
A Wisconsin lover caught liis bride carrying in a homeward bound
citizen, to the great damage of
On k log" that he himself could not lilt; and tie
his clothes and hat, beside the loss of his pocket
included nut to marry in that family.
knife and keys. The perpetrator should he hung
.i

There is

no

member of

rp

ATTORNEY

will not be found useful, whether such person
relation of Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman.”
McdicalTimes and Gazette.
4

Manhood.’ The experience and reputation of Dr.
Curtis in the treatment ot the diseases set forth in this
little pamphlet is the patient's guarantee, and well deserves for the work its immense circulation.”—Daily
Times.
Sent by mail on receipt of 50 cents.
Address the
Author, Du. Curtis, 14 Chapman street, Boston, Mass.

Among the packages bid ofl at an auction of ex- with his own rope.
re-- packages in Hartford was a lot of love-letters
A small regiment of boys and young men engaged
ritteu by a young lady. who. having married, revested her old lover to return them. The pur- in an exciting game of foot ball in the street on
• baser
is heartlessly giving a series of evening
Monday. The player who got the ball oftenest
reading- from them at Ids hoarding house.

LAW,
Smo.'iDIii

one

WEAR.

all the

Comprising

Knobby, Genteel & Modest Styles
IN THE MARKET.

of which will be

Any

Special lSTotice.

.1

suspended.

a-

llervpy

The expedition to Ked Iliver will number 10,000
pi ked men including a steel battery and rocket
rigad as well as goon loyal i ndian.-.

has some

United States
to

show

to

Company’s factory,

which he is

to

Cut, WARRANTED
will last

a

life time.

fine assortment of the

a

Linen &

Paper

customers.

s

Lincoln

ontinue- to

poke

up (Irani about

at

a

thirty

families who are liable any
eitv charge in consequence of the
habits
of
the
husbands
and fathers.
drinking
rie*u the prohibition law doesn't prevent pauperi-in.

;s

ha

a

b* en claimed?

allair-<>| the American Bank, Hallowell, are
linallv wound up. It pays 25 cents on a dollar.
1 In

h. Carrie M Rich which went a.-horr on tiie
each at Indian River, Indaware. was towed off
at a heavy gale coming up she w as sunk and the
iew band) escaped with their lives.
fie-

Ads .‘Hi

blonde-.

Can

No more

\ldernien.

ver

says

rum

l ie

Portland i- to ha\«
an orchestra chair?

the

procure

we

in Rockland, say the Mayor and
diought won't prohuhlv be very

\ ere.

Waldobolo c.mtimic

In

haw the mea-les badly.

»f tie1 members ot the bar of York Comity at the
nit
,»f the aluiission ot Maine into the I nion in
-d ditty vcm’s ago) only three survive, as follows:
Ether shepley, of Portland, Edward F.. Bourne, of
Kciuiebiiiik. and Arthur MeArthur ot Eimington.
<-ays the Biddeford Democrat.
1

“Apron >ak*" is advertised in tin* Portland
We can't see through it

Ai»

Ami*..

dinner party, the oilier night, Senator Nye
cut lus new silk tile carelessly upon the sofa.
A
itw minutes tiller the veteran
philosopher Creeley
-ai down and crushed the hat
**D—n
it,"
fearfully.
o
d Nye,
I could have told \<»n it wouldn't lit
tore you tried it on.'*
[Donn Piatt.
v:

a

the Portland Sunday Advertiser talk.-, about
‘die apex of Liquor Legislation." It had better be
ireful, There is a chap in this city who gets feardly mad when anybody talks about an apex.
1 he < ourts have taken $15,000 from the Adams
Lx press Company, because it wasn’t
lively enough
H
getting a lot of peaches to market.
la Iv in Charlestown got a terrible insect called
tin borer into her head from a braid of false hair.
A

Luther Bagiev has been appointed Po.-tmaster at
I'tov Centro, in place of (Eircelon resigned. The
pK-t Office at I-le an limit lias been discontinued.
the charter election ju-t held in Cincinnati,
the Bible in the

\f

die

majority against the use of
public schools was nearly 4000.

I he Boston Advertiser
says that a man named
front Maine, lost a package containing

dedilvery,
■on.ono

worth of bonds in a store in Boston last
R was found and restored to him
by a clerk.

•' lie

*1

eitv government of Bangor has refused torethe people the question of
voting an additionl«»:m of $125,000 to the
Bail road.
to

Piscataquis

LOCAL ITEMS, &c.
Ne*v9 of the

County

LOCAL I.VUICS.

and

City.

No. 4.

Walter Raleigh, chivalrous and brave.
Explorer, soldier, courtier, poet, knighi,
How could you yet he habit’s conslam
slave,
And to our race commend the
iilthy pipe?
tiive me the Orient'd opium-sated dreams.
The mad hasheesh, New
England’s native ruin,
Or aught that vileuess
is, and pleasure seems,

Oh

1

So that tobacco

never near me come.

Sometimes,—lor speciul sin, I make no doubt—
A stout lliberuiau laborer gets between
I be wind and me, and down the poisoned street
I swallow the vile smoke of his dudeen!

J. <

:

Thompson

j

It ask Ram..

The Belfast Base Ball Club, at its
annual meeting, organized as follows—Charles
Johnson. President; A. J. Monroe, Vice President:
J. L. Sleeper. Treasurer: A. Colburn, Secretary;
Jus. Ilarriman, 11. P. Chase, A. Colburn,Directors;

.Moody, Captain

WINDOW SHADES,

LATEST

STYLES.

BEST

of 1st Nine; (1’. Hazelline,

is beyond a question the very best medicine ot the day
(or all COUGHS, COLDS, Sore THROAT and LUNGS t
Also for Whooping Cough and Croup in Children it is
the most effective medicine ever used.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.
B. 1<\ BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Mo.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents tor New
dial?
England.

Low.

that

Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER

to increase
the

OF PIANO

FORTE. Residence at Mrs.
ItUMAEIjI/Ji Congress Street, Belfast.
TEACHER
attention

given

Special

to

beginners.

JOSEPH

Belfast, April 15th, 1370.

U

CULLNAN,

HOUSE PAINTER.

liny

anybody noticed a dampness in the utniosI'hore iluiing the early days of this week?
" e recently had a gentle reminder of the velocipede parties that were held over our office somelike a year ago. A section of the
fell, and narrowly missed our head.

plastering

Messrs. Mudgett, Libby & Griffin are preparing
to put a new se
venty-five horse power steam engine into their mill at Stockton. It wil 1 run their

planer, &c.

A. E. Durham calls the attention of
buyers to
bis choice stock of fish and
groceries. See adver-

SHIP NEWS.
11

■

■

Atruecopy.

ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
Attest— B. P. Field, Register. :jw41

..

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April

At
PORT OF BELFAST.

a

A. D. 1870.
ARRIVED.
I. PERRY, widow of John C. Perry, late of
April 14. Schs Banner, McFarland, Boston; FleetLincoluville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
wood, Portland; Banner, Curtis. Boston ; Moselle, Me-1
having
presented a petition that an allowance may be
Guiou, do; D. K. Arey, Ryan, do.
made her from the personal estate of said deceased.
15. Sch Cameo, McCarty, Boston.
Ordered, That the said Alice give notice to all persons
16. Sch Marry Farrow, fiagley, Stockton.
interested by causing a copy of this order to be published
SAILED.
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
April H. Sch J. P. Merriam, Clark, Wiuterport.
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
IS. Sch U. Curtis, Richardson, Jacksonville.
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock
bcTore noon, and shew oause. if any they have, why the

ALICE

1870.

FARE reduced

prayer should not be

ASA

A true copy.

tisement.

granted.

THURLOUGH, Judge.

Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

3wl 1

TO

CALIFORNIA,
AND

CHICAGO,

ALL POINTS WEST! VIA THE

Grand

Trunk

RAILWAY,

MICHIGAN CENTRAL, Southern, or Detroit and
Milwaukee Railroads!
THROUGH EXPRESS TRAINS DAILY, making
direct connection between PORTLAND and CHICAUO.
THROUGH TICKETS TO CANADA, California, and
the WEST!
$4.00 LEI8 than Ity any other route, from
MAIWE, to Detroit, Chicago, California,
St. Paul, St. Eouii, Mllnaukee, Cincinnati,
and all parts WEIT and SOUTH WEST!
THROUGH TRAINS LEAVE DAILY, from llaugor,

<

b
b

b
Contains No LAC SULPHUR-No
SUGAR or LEAD-No LITHARGE—No NITRATE OP SILVER, and is entirely free from
the Poisonous and Health-destroying Drugs used in other
Hair Preparations.

Transparent and clear as crystal, it will not soil the
finest fabric-perfectly SAFE, CLEAN and EFFICIENT
—desideratum* LONG SOUGHT FOR, and FOUND
AT LAST.

Skowhegan, Farmington, Augusta, and Portland, and
on arrival of Steamers from Bangor and St. John, making direct connection, without stopping, to all points as
above; thus avoiding HOTEL EXPENSES and HACK-

imparts

a

DR.

CL

THE

for the

samples

repre-

Thus the

stock in the

large

j

AND FIXTURES
en-

A

large

Eugenic

IWllliSSfl' V"
UAUMaSSfilfrec.

and

marked

$1.25

prices.

constantly

A

Lines

on

to 87c per

invented
Mrs.

the most Useful article
lv»r vour im-.
(’iivnlais

DAMAGED
have

liox.

J438, N.Y.

The details of the

special

just what

They will

GOODS
half

at

the

by the best of

see me at inv Carriage Shop in the old Bowling Alley building on Washington Street.
ER.1HK PERHID & CO.
3w40
Belfast, April, 1870,

Ward’s
per

Notice to the Afflicted.

and sure cure tor Catarrh
By one who has been cured.

SPRING.
*:t\v40

Camden, April 7,1870.

L'j
a

t’iuar'l i|> i.sa ih>v»*1pleasure, .saniple.. :'.0ets
.iiu

i'. < t.

Box 4.UM.N V.

BANGOR & BOSTON.

Fishing Vessel for Sale.
THE schooner SENATOR, 31 tons O. M.
in good order and well found in sails,
rigging, cable, Ac. Will bo sold very low.

Is

County of

E, U. GARDNER,
buck spot t.

Belfast, June 7, 1870, at
Waldo, will be held
PETER TUACHKR.
3 o’clock, 1*. M.
ING In crowded Cities.
Register 5th District, Muine.
Daggage chocked through, w ithout change.
Belfast, April 4,1870.
3w41
At Refreshment Rooms, ami for Sleeping Cars,
BONNET
American money is received at par from passengers District
of thk United/
Court
--00holding through tickets.
States. District of Maine.
)bankruptcy.
BONNETS and HATSjblcaclied or colored,
at
lowest
Tickets
rates via Boston, Yew
In the matter of SAMUEI. O. THURLDW,
nnd made into the latest styles promptly and neatYork Central, Buffalo, and Detroit.
Bankrupt.
THROUGH TICKETS can be procured at ail the
fifth general meeting of the creditors of said ly. Men and Boys Straw and Panama Hats bleached,
and shaped.
Principal Ticket Offices in Now England, New BrunsBankrupt, will be held at Belfast, in said Dis- colored
Wo have also a lot of men .and Jhoys 'Canton Straw
wick, and at the Company’s Office, No. *.*•», West Market trict, on the seventh day of June, A. D., 1870, at
be sold very low.
Hats
to
of
3
office
Bangor.
tho
Peter
Square,
o’clock, P. M., at
Thaclier, Esq.,
H. SHACKELL, Gen’l Passenger Agent, Montreal. one of tlie Rcglsteis In Bankruptcy in said District, to
Goods to be sold re®3“Millinery
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
wit, at the office of the Register of Probate, for the
of Cost.
WM. FLOWERS Eastern Agent, Bangor.
purposes named in the 38th section of the Bankrupt Act gardless
A.
S.
BLACK
A CO., High Street.
Tickets for Sale in Belfast by
JOSEPH
of March 3,1807
WILLIAMSON,
Belfast, March W, 187u.
;;uiGc *8
«>m4l
3w41
JOHN S. CALDWELL.
Bellast, April 4, 1870.
Assignee.

other store in the

We would call

w

itla

Coupon*

at-

GOLD

IN

THE

CITY

OF

NEW-YORK.

already

hold Central and Western Pacific Bonds

interest payable In January and July, and who
may desire, iu making additional investments, to hav»*
their interest receivable at different seasons of the

The Loan is secured by a mortgage upon the entire
Line of Road from Richmond to the Ohio River, with
the equipment and all other property and appurtenances
connected therewith.

Prints,

A Sinking
vided

Fund

FOR THE

EFFECT

of

the

ONE YEAR

and be convinced

attention

of

The

THE

in the Chesapeak
a

Ohio.

and

sufficient umount will

present price is 00 and accrued iuterest.

amply secured, so carefully guarded, aud
hereafter to command a prominent place
among the favorite securities in the markets, both ot
this Country and Europe, will be at once appreciated
and quickly absorbed.
A Loan

so

so

certain

Wry respectfully,

FISK & HATCH,
Bankers.

motto

that, “quick sales and small profit”
us

I*. S. -We have issued pamphlets containing
ticulars, statistical details, maps, etc., which
furnished upon application.

all.

full

par-

will be

C^We buy and sell Government Bonds, and receive
the accounts of Banks, Bankers, Corporations, and
others, subject to check at 9ight,and allow interest on
3mos33
dally balances.

CO.

BELFAST, Maine.
MM

TAKE

complete the road to the Ohio river, perfec t
and improve the portion now in operation, and thoroughly equip the whole for a large und active traffic.

that Simonton

SIMONTON BROS.

is pro-

AFTER THE COMPLETION OF

Of the remaining $13,000,000,

these Goods,

recognize the

annum

BONDS,TO

bo sold to

had in the Western Markets.

see

per

OF THE

The mortgage is tor $15,000,(Km), of which $2,000,000
will be reserved and held in trust for the redemption of
outstanding Bonds of the Virginia Central Railroad

city.

job
lots that will be disposed
of at lower prices
than they can be

Ladies, call and

$1uO,ooo

REDEMPTION

Hoad.

at any

LADIES

THE

Registered Bond

with

spool.

BLEACHERY. is for the mutual
advantage of

.,

who

Merchants to the

Co.

as

The interest is payable in May ami November, that

JOBBESBS.

&

respectively

Coupon Aloud* payable (o hearer.

Company, now merged

Bros.

or

year.

chaser, and lower than

Country

reassigned to bearer;

It may take the place of that of the earlier issues of
Five-Twenties, and suit the convenience of our friends

prices that will please the pur-

f»m40

unless

They have thirty yearn to run from January 15.
1870, with interest at six per cent per annum from
November l, 1860. Principal and interest pay

Soft Finished Ma-

Cotton Cloths &
at

bear•

or

■Id.
Registered Bond* witla Coupoaa*
detached,” and should be so designated by Corre*
pondents in specifying the class ot Bonds desired.

country.

ALVIN

Coupon Bonds, payable to

books ot the Company, und the interest made pu>
onlv to the registered owner or his attorney.

2d.

Thread, (200 yds.) 3 cents

spool.

as

tached.”

C 0 T T 0 N.

chine thread 8 cts. per

verily beiioved, and almost universally acknowledged by thousands, that Dr. C. O. Shepherd *
(Rockland) Catarrh Remedy is the only reliable, sate
is

in this

Company,

ABLE IN

SP 0 0 L

be issued

The three classes will be known

them.

few hours notice

in denominations of

able

at 8 cents.

25 cents.

a

convenience, safety,

fraud.

The coupons may be detached and cancelled, the Boud
made a permanent Registered Bond, transferable only on

on

done at

or

The Bond may be registered in the name of the owner,
with the coupons remaining payable to bearer attached,
the principal being then transferable only on the books
of the

holes, selling TWO boxes for

workmen.
Call aud

are

loss

er, aud may be held in that form ;

finished, cloth-lined button

terms and times ot payment to suit customers.
will exchange lor your old wagons and give you a
trade.
Try me!
good
My, Carriages are warranted to have the “wear” in

have been arranged with
all classes oi investors,

$1,000, $500, $100.

Light Open Buggies. Concord and Portland Style
Wagons. Made ot the best material in the market and

IT

protection Against

The Bonds

PAPER COLLARS.
Linen

Loan

reference to the wants of

and combine the various leatures ot
and

STYLE AND DURABILITY COMBINED.

Repairing

a

work

1*1.

When you Reach my Carriage Shou!!
For I am now all ready to furnish you with
you want in the carriage line.

Paniic llailroad.

present value, in completed rottd aud
done, equal to the entire amount of
tlao mortgage.
i*t*

LINEN HANDKERCHIEF S

Hold in your Horses !

and
Ohio with the euilre
systeuiM of the West aud Moullt-

franchises aud superior advantages will
Chksapeakk and Ohio Railboad Coai
pany among the richest and most powerful and trustworthy corpo rations of the country; and there ox.

their value.

hemmed, selling

150 miles above Cincin-

the

yd.

just arrived selling

all

from Rich-

valuable

Its

place

is

Morgan'P. O.

operation

projected or in progress through Ohio
this point, which will connect the

woutund with the

marked down

LINEN

now

fl«»ilroM«l

pair.

from 55c to 28c per

are

Kentucky to
bei ipeake

(

GOODS.

Poplins

aud In

Big Sandy river,

aud

perfect slaughter in price; has
been made in this department.
Nice

completed

ia

nati, and t5o miles below Pittsburg.

from

down

DRESS

mu*-

celebrated White Sulphur Springs of West
Virginia, 227 miles, and there remain but 200 miles (now
partially constructed) to be completed, to carry it to the
proposed terminus on the Ohio river at, or near, the

hand, every pair warranted

t)m40

sold
I

energetic, honorable, and
management.

The Road

GLO VDS.
assortment

Quit*

mond to the

Goods at reduced

KID

and

the

to

an

cessful

and fresh

designs,

new

of the Chesapkakk

Ohio River, afford the surest guarau
tec of its success and value, and render It the mum
important and lubatantial Railroad «u<
terprlae now in progrt'M in thU Country.

aures

stocks,

our

West-Virginia,
a large

its superiority as au East and West route, and thu
promise of au immense and profitable trade awaiting Its
! completion, have drawn to It the attention and coopera
tion of prominent Capitalists and Railroad men of this
city of sound judgment and known integrity, whose con
uection with it, together with that of eminent citizens
and business men of Virginia and West-Virginia, In

yard.

have been added to

tirely

completion

Railroad

Store, Tapestries selling at $1.50

CURTAINS

and

great interests, both general and local, which

demand the

the

Virginia

of

resources

possesses, along Its own line, the elements of
and profitable local business.
it

H!HIT11, Patentee, Groton Junction,

Mass. Prepared only by PROCTER BROTHJERS, Gloucester, Mass. The Genuine is put up in a
panel bottle, made expressly for it, with the name of the
article blown In the glass. Ask your Druggist for Nature’s Hair Restorative, and take No Other.
Sold at Wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co., Portland, Me., and at Retail by all the Druggists in the State,
t»m40
and elsewhere.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
Bankruptcy,
at

The Importance of this ltoad a» a new
outlet from the West to the »«a magnifies it
into one oi national consequence, and insures to it an
extensive through traffic from the day of its completion
while, in the developement of the extensive agricultural

Rockland

refreshing to the head, checks the Hair from
falling off, and restores it to a great extent when prematurely lost, prevents Headaches, cures all Humors,
cutaneous eruptions, and unnatural heat.
cool and

DEBORAH

Court of

received

just
senting

and

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the !
Couuty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April
PROPELLOR LINE.
A. D. 1870,
TREAT, widow of Jonathan Treat, late
of Frankfort, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, !
having presented a petition that an allowance may he
made her from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Deborah give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be pubTHE STEAMSHIP ALLIANCE,
lished three weeks successively iu the Republican Journal
that they may appear at a Probate
Capt. T. R. SHUTK,
priutedtoatho Belfast,
held at Belfast, within and for said County,
Court,
on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock,
Will commence her regular trips between Bangor and
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the Boston, THURSDAY, APRIL 7,1870, touching at Belprayer should not be granted.
fast, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
ASA TH URLOUGH, J udge.
Freight and passengers taken at reasonable rates.
41
S. S. LEWIS & SON, Agents.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
tfW
Belfast, April 6,1870.

next

stock and cater to

our

ever.

Have

prevents the Hair from becoming Gray,
soft, glossy appearance, removes Dandruff, is

It restores

At

BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.

resolved, both

mouth of the

WM.

JOSEPH

forms tlie addilioual East aad West Trunk
Line, so imperatively demanded for the accomodation
of the immense and rapidly-growing transportation be
tween the Atlantic seaboard and Europe on the one
hand, and the great producing regions of the Ohio and
Mississippi Valleys on the other.

and satisfac-

CARPETINGS.

(3

fl

lwfl

PROBATE NOTICES.

Cure for Female Weakness.

has

public,

H

WILLIAMSON,
Attorney lor Devisees.

ttH

peake Bay with the Ohio River at u point of reliuble nuv
lgation, and thus, with the entire Railroad system und
water transportation of the great West and South-west,

public taste, at lower prices

than

b

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
Attorney lor Devisees.
Belfast, April 3th, 1370.
The above Auction is adjourned until Saturday, April
2‘Ll. at :$ o’clock 1*. M., at tin- oilier of Joseph William-

have

per

b
t>

fi
<j

undersigned.

son.

have received

we

encouraging
we

Chesapeake and Ohio Hail road, connecting the
maguiilcent harbors of the Chesa

The

RESTORATIVE

M

Allyn, Esq.,

THE

Eminent Men of Science have discovered that
The Sipremk Ji’diciai. Coert, Judge Dick- electricity and magnetism are discovered in the system from the iron in the blood. This accounts
for
erson presiding, commenced its April Term in this
the debility, low
spirits, and lack of energy a pericy, on Tuesday. Tin- following is a list of the son feels when this vital element becomes
reduced.
I he I eruvian
1 rial Juries—
Syrup, a protoxide of Iron supplies
lie blood with its Iron
clement, and in the only
First Jery.
lorni 111 winch it is possible for it to enter
the circulation.
C. Haskell, Forennm, Searsniont,
Nathaniel Averill Jr.,
Montville.
“Blessed is the man who invented
A. AY. Burrill,
Waldo.
sleep,” says
sancli 1 anza.
Blessed Is the man who invented
Oris Clark,
Islesboro.
\Y
arisen h I m on Bai.sam,”
Baehelder ( arlton,
says the public.
Troy.
Joshua Ellis,
Prospect.
“Shoot Eoi.i.y ah it Fries,” and
Alliert Greer,
Belmont.
stop usin»
Jeremiah M. Grant,
preparations on vour head which arc composed of
Stockton.
Use
Nature’s
Hair Restorative
David Gllpatriek.
poisons.
Unity.
which by its cleanliness, fragrance and purity comJoseph Ham,
Jackson.
mends itself. Sec advertisement.
Asa B. Harvey,
2w40
Freedom.
Samuel S. Keith,
Brooks.
BEST THING FOR COSTINVNESS. Dr. HarSecond Jury.
rison’s Peristaltic Lozenges are warranted in
all cases of Piles and Falling of the
Rectum, DysEmery Nickerson, Foreman, Swanvillr
pepsia, sucli as Oppressions after eating, Sour
Edward F, Morton,
Thorndike.
Stomach, Spitting of Food, also Headache, DizziJohn C. Miller,
Uncolnville.
ness, Pain in tiic Back and Loins, Sick Headache
Charles E. Morgan,
Burnham.
< .'noted
Tongue, and Billiousness. For sale at No!
Joseph E. Nielioh,
Searsjmrl,
I Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. Harrison
A
I 'harles Palmer,
Belfast.
<’o., Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for
Joel Prescott,
Noilh|«>rt.
l!(t cents.
2m41
Jacob B. Peavey,
Liberty.
T. AV. Robinson,
Morrill
over the country are recomVeterinary
Surgeons
Hiram Stephenson,
Kuos.
mending Sheridan's Cavalry Condition Powders
Laban Spratt,
Palermo.
for the following trouble in horses: Loss of
apMeshach Truudy.
Frank fori.
petite, roughness of hair, stoppage of bowels or
David Tow le,
Stockton.
water, thick water, coughs ami colds, swelling ol
Albert G. York.
M Oil TOP.
the glands, worms, horse ail. tick wind and heave-.

■

tory,

Bml l

HAIR

THIS WONDERFUL MEDICTNE, made from au In- To the Honorable
Judge ol Probate tor ti»e County ol
dian Receipe, Is entirely vegetable, and is a certain cure.
Waldo
The allcnlion of persons travelling to the west, By Inclosing a three cent postage stamp, I will send you
which
will
Manufacturundersigned
guardian ot HATTIE M. EDGEmy Circular,
give testimonials.
is called to the advertisement of the Grand Trunk ed
COMB, Minor heir of KLEAZER EDGKCOMB,
and sold by Mrs. Linus Belcher, Randolph, Mass.
lute
of
in
said
Sold
&
Bilnioni,
County, deceased, respectfully
by S. C. Goodwin Co., llanover Street, Boston,
Railroad, by way of Portland. Montreal and Detroit,
represents that said minor, is "seized and possessed ol
and by all Druggists.
to all points in the western country.
It is an easy
certain real estate, situated in Belmont, being an undiPRICK—One Dollar per bottle.
vided half part of the Homestead of said deceased, that
J. S.
route, and a favorite one with travellers.
Randolph, Mass,, October lo, 1S0.J,
an advantageous offer of one thousand dollars has been
('aldwell is local agent.
Mrs. Bklchkk—I had been a sufferer for seven years made lor the same by I. A. Gardner, of Boston, Mass,
before 1 knew about your Medicine. 1 had no faith, lor which offer it is for the interest of all concerned imA line display of freshly caught halibut landing 1 had tried various kinds »>t Medicines and several Phy- mediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to be put out
and was only relieved for a short time. 1 will on interest for the benefit of said minor.
from a fishing vessel al Lewis & Crosby's establish- sicians,
Wit kukiokk your petitioner prays your honor to grant
cheerfully say to you and the public, I have tried this
valuable
Female Medicine, and experienced a cure, with- him a license to sell and convey said real estate of said
ment. on Saturday, attracted a crowd of admiring
out the aid ot Supporters, from three bottles.
minor,
(including the reversion of the Widow’s dower
spectators. They were beautiful samples of the
Mrs, (i. H. Winn kit.
thereon, to said guardian lor said sum. M. li. HUNT.
Very respectfully,
treasures of the deep.
Mrs. Bklchicr: Spending last summer with my
held at Belfast, within and for the
mother-in-law, Mrs. J. M. Barker, who lives at Isluud At a Courtotof Probate,on
the second Tuesday of April
County
Waldo,
Saturday night afforded our people the double Falls, 1 had a chance to test your medicine and find it A.
1).
1870.
all
it
is
and
1
wish
to
it
1
try
again.
enjoyment of moonlight and inusii—the Band vol- send you recommended,
PON
the
live dollars for six bottles. Direct to Mrs. S.
foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the petitioner give notice to all
A. Barker, Union House, Thornton, N. 11.
unteering some popular airs in the square.
persons interested, by
sp.Hn-lo
causing a copy ot said petition, with this order thereon,
to be published three weeks
A Pi UK—Almost. On Tuesday morning a mass
successively in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at
M. A
Belfast, that they may
of rubbish in a closet on the premises of Mr. Cacappear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
Oftice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of
eiola, under the Journal office, took fire, and floodMay next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew
ed the rooms above with smoke. Opening]the door
cause, if any they have, why the same should not be
PAPER
WHITE
HANGING,GRAINING,GLAZING,
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge,
granted.
with an axe and applying a few buckets of water,
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w41
WASHING, ENAMELLING AND VARNISHING.
sufficed to extinguish the fire, llad it happened in
Papering and Painting Front Entrys, Parlors aud Sit
the night, a serious loss would have probably folAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
ting Rooms made a specialty.
lowed.
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April,
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE” IN OIL.
A. D. 1870.
The attention of horse raisers and fanciers is callG. CROSBY, Administrator de bonis non oi
4£T“A11 work done in the best manner. Orders left on
ed to the advertisement of Mr. Ford Gay’s Clydes- Slate promptly attended to.
the Estate of James A. Russ, late of Belfast, in
in next building North of New England House. said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
Shop
dale stallion. lie is a splendid animal.
first account of Administration on said estate for allow1IIG1I ttt., llelfafti. Maine.
Smortffp
ance.
The barn of Jonathan Treat, at Frankfort, was
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all
burned on Monday evening; and on Tuesday mornpersons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
E I ).
three weeks successively in the Republican
MARRI
published
tlie cooper's ship of E. P. Treat was also burned.
Journal, printed at Belfast.that they may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast,within and for said CounThe light of these tires appeared very
In Lima, Peru, Feb. 20th, Mr. William DockendorlT,
bright from
on the second Tuesday ot
May next, at ten of the
and Miss Hattie Emerson, botli of Augusta Maine.
ty,
this city.
clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
In Friendship, April loth, b yRobert Greyer, Ee^./Mr.
We eaa assure our correspondent that we know George W. Wallace, and Emellne A. Simmons,all of the same should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
nothing about the flogging of an editor on one of Waldoboro’,
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w41
the streets of this city on Thursday
evening. The
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
editor of this paper was absent from
DIED.
Wednesday to
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April
A. D. 1870.
and
bis
“withers
are miwrung.’’
Saturday morning,
[ Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and a ye,must
MILLER, Administrator of the estate of
The stormy weather interferes with the trips of
paid for.]
Ebeu F. Smith, late of Lincoluville, in said County
of
In this city, on the Kith, Samuel 8. Mersey, aged 02.
Waldo, deceased, having presented his first account
our coast steamers. The Richmond omitted her
Administration on said estate for allowance.
In Waldoboro’, April lltli, Frankie Grade,
only child of Ordered,
middle trip Ibis week, remaining in Portland from of David
That the said Administrator give notice to all
H. and Lottie B. Kimball, aged 0 months.
In Hampden, at the residence ot his son in-law, Capt. persons Interested by causing a copy ot ti ls orde.* to be
Monday to Wednesday night. The Katahdin arP, C. Kilburn, April 11th, Mr. John Treat, formerly of published three weeks successively in the Republican
rived in Boston Tuesday forenoon, and left
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
again Frankfort, in the 95th year ot his age.
Died on his passage from Portland to Friendship,: Probate Court, to be hold at Belfast, within and for said
on
Wednesday morning.
April 9th, Zebulon Simmons, belonging to Friendship, County, on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten ol
J. B. Mnreli, Esq., is confined lo his house
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
by aged 35.
why the same should not be allowed.
sickness.

saws,

so

COMPANY.

Atlantic coast and the

and mineral

NATURE'S

AUCTION!

to the lowest mar- RAILROAD

pricesThe patronage

CALL AM) EXAMINE AT

BE LEASED AT AUCTION, lor a term of
years, at the oflice of the undersigned, on FRIDAY, April 15. at three o’clock V. M., the “POIJIVO
EOF,1' so called, in Belfast, being a portion of the estate ol the late R. B.
and containing
fifteen Acres or thereabouts.
Conditions of the lease will be communicated by the

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO

ket

been

TllE

OF

GOODS.

By CharleM €’. C'rary, Auctioneer.

aptain ol 2nd Nine.

thing

correspond

the first year from the

WILE

Warren’s Cough Balsam!

oilers a line stock of paper
hangings and window shades.

11. If.

to

Belfast.

“

•T. O. THOMPSON’S.

And take no other. See that the portrait of l)r, Clarke
upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp

vision for herself.

anta there are
da\ to heroine

of the time,

have marked down those in stock

Block,

High St.,

tfti

Assured that, in the selection aud negotiation of superior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public
want, and rendering a valuable service—both to the
holders of Capital aud to those great National works of
internal improvement whose intrinsic merit and substantial character entitle them to the use of Capital and
the confidence of investors—we now offer with special
confidence and satisfaction the

we are

hand.
50 Uhl*, more of that Elttle Beauty Flour just
received and for sale for $3.50 per bid.
A. E. DURHAM.
3w4l
Belfast, April 20th, 1870.

is

remarkable success
of the Loans of the Central Pacific Railuoai*
Company and the Western Pacific Railroad
Company, and the popularity and credit which these
Loans have maintained in the markets, both in thlj
country and Lurope, have shown that the First Mort
gage Bonds, of wisely-located and honorably-managed
Railroads and promptly recognized and readily taken as
the most suitable, safe, and advantageous form ot Investment, yielding a more liberal income than can
hereafter be derived from Government Bonds, and available to take their place.
The

receiving large invoices
Collars of goods by every steamer, and

Cuffs, Neck Ties, &c.,

and

February 15th, 1870*
which attended our negotia-

selecting such goods
that will meet with ready sales,
fit, and and
securing the choicest from
Bankrupt Houses. Consequently FIRST MORTGAGE ROADS
best of

PATTERN

SHIRT

York,

New

tion

on

ready

No5, Nassau Street,

Simonton Bros. & Co.

beautiful watches from the

Schooner Nellie, 2*11 tons, was launched from the
yard of Capt. Henry McGilvery, in this city on
Saturday. She is owned by the builder, James P.
1
aplain ( liarles Smith of the Uangor brig 1>. li. White, William Pitcher and others, and is a tirst
-i ickwell, has been arrested for an
outrage upon a
ille girl passenger, while on a recent voyage from class vessel in every respect. .She is of ail tons
Montevideo to New York.
measurement, and will be commanded by Capt.
l’he .lournal i- informed that in one ward in Atl- Oscar V. French.
vli

Will give Piano Forte instructions. Application may be
made at the New England House, where terras, &c.,
may be learned.
Belfast, March 14, lt>70.
sptTJG

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

andBoston, we have been promptI also wish the LADIES to send ed to
keep one member of this
all the MEN FOLKS and get a nice firm in the Western markets most

Fish and Grocery Business, Very

id any!" "Never had a mother!—how is that!'" she related to us the incident. The Captain will acWhy. you see. my father played a mean trick on cordingly consider himself told—and it’s the sub.
a
nf my aunts!" At this point the examination stance of what all the passengers say.

IN

In consequence of the great decline of Dry Goods in New York

I

Miss ANNA BELL BAKER

BANKERS AND DEALERS

Lowest Price for Cash!

( OWlYCi!

was McKinney’s big dog.
will preach from flat portion of de scripture
/"'V/Y/'Y More or less of those nicest.
that the young should learn how to avoid the most afJ.ast Saturday morning, a young Miss who at- flictive diseases always prevalent in civilized communi- OUUjUUU Johns HHOKEU ALEevening." said a colored dominie, “whar de
"po-tle Paul pints his 'pistle at de ’phesians."
tended an elderly lady to the cabin of the steamer ties, and hardly less important that men of middle age, WIVES will be received per Steamer City of Richor those more advanced in life, should understand how mond, the coming season, and will be sold at Wholetwelve hundred gallons of liigior were recently City of Richmond, stayed so long on board that the the lost, powers of manhood may be restored. On these, sale or Retail.
They will be sold to the Trade
and
kindred matters, the new medical work entitled at Boston prices, freight and other expenses off. CounA.ined into the street at Lewiston, the .Tournal boat had swung off from the wharf when she came
“THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVAwill please send their orders.
Traders
try
on deck.
-ays.
Capt. Dennison had the engine stopped, TION,” by Dr. Hayes, of Boston, contains a surprising The Subscriber would say to his iriends and patrons,
amount of valuable doctrine and information.
Our that he is still in the
It i- related that a boy who applied for charity at the plank run out, and handed ashore the young readers
may judge of the character ol this interesting
hmisein Portland,’was subjected to an examination lady, whose heart overflowed with gratitude for his volume bv perusing the advertisement of the Peabody
Medical Institute, in another column.
splmlO
considerate
kindness.
“And
won't
tell
him
how
■v tin
ladies of the household. “Where is your
you
and all that will tavor him with a call will be used rightAll kinds of Fre»h and Pickled Flail constantly
lother?" they asked. “I ain’t got none—never much I thank him?’’ said the grateful little Miss as

RUSH!

MADE to order at the

from Saturday Cove, containing

n-

FISK & HATCH,

CUT and

about fifty acres of land; cuts about 1
tons of hay; a pasture; well fenced;
of
plenty
water; an orchard and cranberry bog, and u
pleasant location. A house, barn and out-buildings.
The above will be sold at a bargain, Apply to the subscriber on the premises.
F. A. DICKEY.
tP19
Northport, April 4, 1870.

THEY ARE

OFFICE OF

AT

A Farm, situate in Northport, on the
shore road, six miles from Belfast, and

THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND MORE!!

ALL-IfflPOltTAXT

For GENTLEMEN’S

No. 10, Williamson

Farm For Sale-

3mo38sp

IT 1§

AT

Office, Cor. 4 1-2 and D Sts., (
i
Opposite City Ilall.

this hook
holds the

[London

GOODS

Also

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Edition.

society by whom

(KDEBMII.

1>

6 RAND

11AS JUST RECEIVED a SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OF

u§©

A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Cause and Cure of Premature Decline,showing how health is lost, and how regained. It gives a clear Synopsis of the Impediments
to Ma rriagk, the treatment of Nervous and Physical Debility, Sterility, &c., and the remedies therefor,—the results ol twenty years’ successful practice.

the

H. L. LORD

THE

j

FAREWELL!

ing but tin1 same old taviiV discussions. In
fact, they arc quite dull. Here they arc;

Farewellblit whenever you welcome the hour,
That awakens the night-song of mirth in your

perhaps

bower.

\nd ’-till on that ('veiling, when pleasure tills up
fhe highest top sparkle each heart and each cup,
Wh'ToVr my path lies, he if gloomy or bright.
My -oiil, happy friends, shall he with you that

To

night;

shall join in your revels, your sports, and your
wiles.
\nd return to me, beaming all o’er with your
smiles—
l oo blest, if it tells me that, ‘mid the
gay cheer,
'Fane kind voice had murmur’d, “I wish lie were
here!”
L“t Fate do her worst, there are relics of joy,
1-right dreams of the past, which she cannot de-

stroy

;
come

Which
in the night-time of sorrow and care.
And bring hack the feature* that joy used to wear,
he
mv heart with such memories fill’d!
bong, long
Like the vase, in which roses have onee been disliir.i—
Y- ; mav bn ak. you may -halter the vase, if you
will.
Km tin
cent of the roses will hang round it still.

GRADATIM.
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T. C«. HOLLAND.

i< not reached at a single bound:
Hut we build the ladder by which we rise
From the lowly earth to the vaulted skies.
And we mount to its summit round by round.
avcii

I

this thing to be grandly true:
noble deed is a step toward (bid.
.iiting the soul from the common sod
purer air and broader view.
un!

That
»

a

Wr rise by things that are under feet;
I tv what we have mastered of good and gain
R\ the pride deposed and passion slain.
And the vanquished ill- that we hourly meet.

<

:

Wr hope, we resolve, we aspire, we pray.
And wr ibin" that we mount the air on wings,
R \ >md the recall of sensual things.
While our feci still cling to the heavy clay.

:

a ladder thrown
From the weary earth to tie* sapphire walls;
Rut tin* dreams depart and the vision falls.
And the sleeper awakes on his pillow of stone.

Hr.iven i> not reached at a single hound:
Rut we build the ladder by which we rise
From the lowly earth to the vaulted skies,
\nd we mount to its summit round by round.

•

LOCK

OF

HAIR.”

Inly a day, and yet «o long a story:
(Inly a dream, and yet return it will:
>111\ a curl from out the auburn glory
flint crowned her head, now slumbering

(>nlv

so

little life, and vet it led to heaven,
flic home that longing ones may never win
she had no wanderings to he forgiven
Define the Holden Door could let her in.

still.

a

a sunbeam for a moment tinting—
Only a rainbow in the frowning -ky.
And gone so soon! yet on our memories
Those soft sad images that never die.

:

|
I

tilth

printing

1

Only a little bird to sing and perish—
inly a little heart to beat with joy and |ny<—
inly a lock of lialr to fondly cherish.
lint iiot

one

angel

more to

welcome its above.

MR. AND MRS. SMITH S HtADACHES.

‘•Such

headache as I have!” groaned
Smith, as lie entered the hreakfast-rootn,
with his hair rumpled, his chest collapsed,
and his back rounded out in the shape of the
letter C.
•■Such a headache!”
Perhaps il was the cake you ate before
going to bed."’ remarked his wife, as she
poured the coffee.
••I'ake! there’s nothing more wholesome
than cake before going to lied, especially
plum-cake,” answered Smith, dropping into
chair.
Mrs. Smith, feeling indisposed at that matutinal hour for an argument, assented.
•Try a little tea,” suggested she.
■Tea! an old maid's remedy; no tea for
me.”
"Well, coffee"
‘T don't think 1 want aimhing,” groaned
Smith. '■<>. dear! I'm going to have a day
of it.”
.Mrs. Smith had il on her tongue’s end to
ay, "Well, that is the usual result of a night
of it:” but she closed her teeth and bit off the
exasperating but truthful rejoinder.
Isn't this room awful hot?” asked Smith,
opening -ix doors without waiting for her
reply, which, ifuttnred, would have been that
he was shivering with the draughts.
1 hen seating Inmsell at ttie table. “1 tlunk
1 will have tea, Mrs. Smith ; it will be sure
in upset or cure me; it don’t matter which,”
lie adds, with a despairing groan; “and I
may as well cat a piece of beefsteak while I’m
ibout. it.
In for a penny in for a pound. ()
dear.”
“i think i'll come and sit in your room,
Man ." said Smith to his wile, after tea and
hreatast had gone.
“It looks so nice and
pleasant here, and I like to slay with you
when I have the headache.”
Mary turned her head hack that he might
not see the smile lurking round her month at
1 lie eoncliision of his sentence, and
brought a
pillow to the sofa for his disorganized head.
■Not that—no not that: it will only heat
my head. < >, dear! Mary,” solemnly, “do
ion know I think i made a mistake in
eating
that, beefsteak ?”
with
a
heroism
which
should
Mary,
place
her name in “Fox’s book of Martyrs,” did
not reply, I knew it at the time, Smith, and
my only chance of preventing you from eating was to refrain from asking you not to eat;
o I didn’t
say so.”
••Mary." said Smith, as she seated herself
to sewing, “don’t you think I should feel
better it I had a jug of boiling water at
my
feet ?”
said
would,”
“Perhaps you
Mary, dropping
her spools, and thimble, and buttons on the
iloor to limn up the jug and hot water herself,
for Smith had the opinion that a wife should
attend personally to these things, although
three great fat servants might sit sucking
their thumbs in the kitchen and cooking their
heels <m the range.
“Perhaps you would.”
•Mary,” asked Smith, after this arrangement was carried out, don’t yon think this
bottle might be pressed a little closer ? I don’t
feel it, except on one foot.”
"Yes,” said Mary, dropping her work once
“Is that right?”
more.
"<), yes answered Smith, rolling his left
eye in ecstasy, as the heat penetrated the
-oles of his feet : “how nice it is to have you
round when I am sick!”
1 lie same tunny look came again around
the corners of Mary’s mouth, but Smith, bless
his obtuse soul, didn’t see it.
“Mary,” said Smith, “I think I could go to
sleep now it you would close those curtains
and take that confounded bird down stairs,
and shut out the light.”
“Yes,” said Mary, “and I’ll take my sewing into the next room.”
“l)o,” said Smith.
And gathering up her work-basket and
Smith’s pants, that had several vital buttons
missing, and which he wished replaced, Mana

departed.

“Mary,”

said Smith,

suddenly appearing

at the door ot the room where she had

seated

herself with his hair rampant, and blanketshawl sticking to his back, “it’s no use. I
don’t feel a bit better. I’m sure I don’t
know what to do. Do you really think it was
the cake?”
Mary’s patience was waning. “I know it’
John; it always makes you sick. Don’t you
recollect I asked you nbt to eat it all at the
time ?”
“Well, all I can say is,” said Smith, “I do
not believe it. <), dear! Where tire the morn-

ing papers?”

&

WELCH

This was another way of asking Mary to
read them-to him, which she did, and without
saying, as Smith did on a similar occasion,
“O there’s nothing in the paper this morn-
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THE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR!

Sv Nilrnus Oxide Ha-:
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the most valuable and

Hoiifte Hsiililingr ever
sary information on ITuruiin**- and (HarOoniiig':
■lorneM, ( atlle. Swine, Slieep and Poultry.
Showing hoic to make and saw money. The most valuable book of the kind ever published. Adapted to the
wants of all classes. Tice author's reputation guarantees
a large sale.
Wo offer better terna titan e»or.
Send for circulars to the Hartford Pirkishini; Co.,
Hartford, Ct.

FEB.—No Subscription Book ever
HJiOUU
sold ho rapidly. We want an ageut at once in your vifor
sample pages and engravings, with
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failing strength.

Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
One package
$1.00
Postage f> cents.
Six packages
X7
5.00
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.
TMIVCil & < «.. Proprietor*.
IJO I'miMint. Streel, IliHton, Ifla**.

Vegotable Soap-

'Till

Belfast
1,i:\Yl.V IN II ALAN)

BONDS,

the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
I>Ili:€}<*lSTN.

SHERMAN HOUSE, BOSTON.
Formerly Hancock House, Court St/wtre,
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

Ilooms, One Dollar per day for each person.
This House new stand-! among the first Hotels

Boston, having been lately refurnished and put in
perfect order. BARNEY HL:EE, Proprietor.

and I’ll Do You Good.”

y'.- Itoof anil llerli Rittvr* area
remedy lor JEivir Complaint in all its forms, Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Indigestion, .Jaundice, Headache and Billions
Diseases, General Debility. &c., They cleanse the sysI tern, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, purify
i (he blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare
it to resist diseases of all kinds. G EG. C. GGO D \V J N
& CO., Boston. Sold by all Druggists.
VNi. i.i;

sure

PATKN 1 K1

Failure is impossible. Sold in bottles at $>:i, or lour
To be bad onlv of the sole
quantities in one for
appointed agents in America. HERM AN GER1TZEN
l.»0 Third Avenue, New Yoik.

N [•: W

fit. WOW
Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Knimt <
S i.. P.»> i on is consulted daily lor all diseasiueiden to the female system. Prolapsus I'teri or
Palling of the Womb, Pluor Alba *, .suppression, and
otlu r menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
pathologic al principles, and speedy ra-iaef guaranteed in a
very lew « ays. So m\nriahly certain is this new mode
of treat am-n t, that most obst iiaale complaints yi. Id under
health
it, am! tlic afllictei pi on soon rejoices in
Dr. Dm" has no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases ol women than any other ohysieiun an
Poston.
Poardii g accommodations lor patients who may w ish
to stay in Poston a tew da\.** under his treatment.
l>r. Dow, since IMa. having coailiaie.t his whole attention to an olliee practice lor the cure ol Pm te Di -ases
and pern; le Complain I
acknowledge no up.aou in the
1 11 iteil fcjlates.
N. 1».— All letter- mini contain one dolhr, or they will
not he :i!is\v ered.
Dllice I mars tfo.ni s a. m. to \» r. ,v.
Poston duly Ja Jjsr.p.
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INLAND ROUTE TO

MT. DESERT AND MACHIAS.
FIRST TRIP OF TIIE SEASON.
THE STEAMER

Ij E W ISTON,
RING, Master.
WILL leave Railroad Wharf, every FRIDAY EVENING, at lo o’clock, (commencing the 18th, inst.) for
Maehiasport, touching at Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, Mt. Desert, Millbridgc and Jonesport.
Returning will leave Maehiasport every Tuesday
Morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named landings.
Steamer Lewiston will receive lreight for the landings
CHARLES DEE

the Penobscot River (as far as the ice will permit,)
be restlipped at Rockland by the Sanford line.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent.
Portland Marcli 10,1*70.
tf3C
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Perfected

1’ !•: 1>

Spectacles

and EYE GLASSES.
*rI'or Sal.* at CALVIN II KllVKYVS, Af-t nt, Belfast.
.1A MKS KMK It V, .Jcwelcr, Bucksport.
1115

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic

Invigorator

Removes from the system the ill effects caused by the ex
cessve use of aleholic
liquors, and effectually destroys
the appetite tor these stimulants. It gives tone to debilitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
the system,thereby restoring it to normal healthful condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
Bowel.’ in a speedy manner. This elegant preparation

has stood the test of years. A wine-glass full before eating will give a good appetite, and prevent all sufferingfrom indigestion.
Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should Like the Invigorator three times a day. A
wine-glass full before retiring will insure sweet and re
freshing sleep. AH the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
induce this he has put
up the Invigorator in pint bottles
at 60 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot,-16 Central
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast bv A*. A. IIOK Eti «V CO.
In Stockton, hy joill *1. AMEN and HUM. 1»
K. U4l.niB.tCC.

*
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Portland, Me.

nFNDFUSO.N

Medical Unieer -ity
NVhit may seem almost incredible
is the astonishing rapidity with which they cure dis
eases hitherto considered ’incurable.
,\ valuable Book
tree, containing important Physiological information
lor everybodv. Ae.-nts wanted in every town in the
State. WV would !
j.|e*d to communicate with any
one desiring an agency b>c th
sale ot the University
Medicines.
K. P. 11 ION DKRSiiN, M
D., Consulting Physician
Medical Advhv. incases cured by Contract.
oilice
hour', lroin s o’clock in the morning to s o clock in tin
evening. Address a 11 Id ters to
IIKNDF.KSOX .v STA PLUS, AgentJ,
l ni vers it y Brandi, g'd Congre v m..
tbit
Portland’ Maine.
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II ALLS & COOPER,
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of CiinktM>r, Oaiient, Cime, Nauil untl
lliAlr. also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
Thankful tor past t.ivors lie respectfully solicits a continuance of the same.
M. K. COOPER.
Belfast, Feb. 1<», 1870.
tf32

from Saturday Cove, on the Beech Hill road, so
called, containing about one hundred acres of
good land; cuts about twenty tons of hay; a
wood lot and pasture; well fenced; plenty of never failH PO H EH!
ing water, and a pleasant location. A good one half
house with L, finished throughout. A barn, shed, carThe subscriber has just received f rom New Hampshire
riage-house, work shop and blacksmith’s shop. Any Ten Thousand best Hickery ami White Oak Spokes,’
one desirous of u good farm and a good location, cheap,
form 1 1-8 to 2 1-2 inches. Please call and examine said
please call on the subscriber on the primises.
Spokes at No. 1, PHENIX ROW.
tn.
DAVID DRINK WATER.
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NOTICE.
B. SWAN & (•<>., having purchased the
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of 11. ,1. AN
DKRSON, .11:., are now opening an entire new stock,
consisting in part of the following articles.
CORN, (IRANI LATKI> SbtiAR, JAVA COKKFL
FLOUR, COFFFF
RIO
HAVANA
1‘OKK,
JAPAN T10A
BFFF.
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ool.ttMi
MUSCOVADO
LARI),
RAISINS
TOBACCO, Sl’K LS, SALI OA IS, KISH, &*
A lull and complete assortment, ot Oroccries, which w«
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
WM. B. SWAN,
A. CUTTLR S1BLFV.
tM3
May
Belfast,
1,1869.
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Will leave Railroad wharf, foot ol State street
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDA\ Evenings, at lo o’clock, (commencing the 11th, inst.) for
Bangor, touching at Rockland, Caindon, Belfast, Scars
port, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Wiiiterport and Hampden.
Weturiling-, will leave Bangor every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY mornings, at 0 o’clock,
touching at the above named landings.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant,
179 Commercial stm t, or
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent.
Portland, April 2, 1*70.
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through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, kuwwirtvs'
remedy, he relies upon Mi-.ki.ti:y and fives n
patients in Kills, Drops, ike., so the Nostrum,
adds to his so-called Extractequally ignorant, Noth
relying upon its CtleCiS ill
>peciliAutidole,
curing a lew in a hundred, it is trumpeted »u various
ways throughout the laud; but, alas! nothing Is said ot
tin balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are h it to huger and sutfi r for months or years, until i.
lievedor cured, il pos.-silde, by competent physicians.
Ill f Al.l QUACKS AKE NOT ItiNoKAN I.
!
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known t.
.one quack doctor- and tio.-trum-makers, yet,
regardle.-j .>1 the lite and health ot others, there are those iimoi.g
j thi m who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
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To Females in Delicate Heaitli.
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in Poston than

Ql A< K MiSTl'l M-MAKKUS,
lhr ugh tal-.* «:» rti!<cates ami references, and recommend
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i.l their medicim
by the Untd, who cannot expose
•
contradict them, or who. besides, to further their iiu
I•>i-1! nil-*.
j v from nodical books, much that is written
el tin
and eil clsot ditl'erent herbs anti plants
niiliti'
m i a-' ti be all the -aiiie to their
Kills, Extracts, Speciln
most of which, it not aIl,contaiu Mercury, because
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Dividends applied at the option of the assured.
No restriction upon residence or travel in the Unite.1
States or Kuropt-.
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Phthisic,

the runs; Distressing cases ot Phthisic in a lew minutes.
Inhah d with the breath, it goes directly to the I.tings
and air cells, and relict is immediate and certain.

DECISION ot the Commissioner ol Internal
y Revenue, just received, these bonds are not liable
to the internal revenue tax of FIVE 1*ER CENT, like
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns or cities in aid o1
a railroad, or by way of a loan ot credit to a railroad
company.
This consideration gives Belfast City Bonds A GREAT
ADVANTAGE over tiie bonds ot towns and cities which
are subject to this tax, and makes them by tar the most
desirable investment in the market.
Nearly fifty thousand dollars of these bonds were sold
before the decision of the Commissioner was received—
and investers will lind it for their advantage to send in
immediately, as no assurance can be given that any thing
more than </ limited amount will be disposed of at lormei
rates.
TIM'D. THORNDIKE,
tf 10
City Treasurer.
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Watchmaker and Jeweller, BELFAST
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A FFI.R ITI) AND I N FOKTUNATK,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in
being deceRei
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, t.dse promis. ..
and pretentions of
FoKKltIN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little ot the nature and character of Special
-v
Dis< as-and
to their cure.
Some exhibit torgeo
Diplomas ot i institution-* or ('olleges, which never existed
in any part ol tin world, others exhibit Diplomas of If..
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only ussuming and
advei tising in names of those inserted in the diplomas
but te lurthei their imposition assume mimes ot other cel
brati .1
-i.-ian long -in
dead. Neither be deceive !

-■

by

TRAVKU.KRS.
imposition ol foreign and

DR. DIX
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
many ot whom consult him in critical cases, because ,-t
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained throng’
so long experience, practice,and observation.
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Xo. MS!), Stem Winder—lir.-mim Trude-Mark.
I'n ■< It rii- Atherton i (",. Marion. X. .1.." nnmilii n re I In l' n: t. I <1 :it
Wiitrli < •>.. lms
mo from I >oooinl *cr, lslis. to dunnarv 1701, MT": it't. it :t 1 variation In'ini' only h
.-.noO in the entire t inn'.
(
I..
K.
t
Tin i:\i>i:.i, 4. il-l:< ni-Mi'I
\ ii i-win.
New York, .Tan. IT, 1870.
IH'I). 1
lv. <».
1
L/i it \ iN
Watch Co., Ir;- hrcn earri< d bv me siv months ; its toWatch No. 1124—bearing Trade-Mark, “Frederic
Fa\ette tal vurialion Kohl mean time
Watch No. ‘-Ml; -hearing Trade-Mark,
Atherton .St Co.,” manufactured by the l'. S. Watch Co.
beiny
only
eiyht seconds
l
S. Watch
has been carried by me seven months; its total variation Stratton, Marion, N. d.” manufactured I>y
1'cr month. Have bn-n traveiliny through diil'erent sec1. months; its tot.ti variations of the country, from Mew York to (iah -ton. Texfrom mean time being only six seconds. A. L. DENNIS, Co., has been carried by me
tion from mean time being iitteen seconds.
President N. .J. K. li. & T. Co.
K. KICK.
as, and back, by steamer and railroad.
I. V ROOM AN, Engineer N. Y.C. & li. R. It
o! \\ hitney .'i. Kiev, 17•.» Hroadvvuv, N. ^
Watch No. 1125, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
Wa it n No. lo:>7 Stem Winder--bearing Trade-Murk,
Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. .J.,” manufactured
St
m;i
i:v,
lYb.
iNid.
l’enn.,
Frederic Atherton it Co., Marion, N. .5.,'' mauuiuclurby United States Watch Co., has been carried by me
W.\T< ll
No. 117iV -boari.'iy I'mir-M ar’;, “Frederic
14 months; G months of that time at sea, and in all the ed by F. S. Wa ch Co., lias bea u carried by nn since
\ thertnn &( o., Marion, N
maim
tact
ord
bv
l’. .s.
various climates of Europe. During that time and since •June, 1st., ; its t dal variation lrom mean time being on- Watch
m-- tb.
o., has be n curried I
th.
month*,
HENRY' SMI TH,
ly live .seconds per month.
my return it has not varied one second ja r week.
its total variation from mean time brine <ml\
-eruiidTreus. Panama R. R., ^ 'Vail Street.
11. PASSING, Manager Knickerbocker Life Insurduriny that time II. l)K i. ANC V
uyine. K \ ! K.i;.
Waivii No. 1,’OIj -bearing
Trade-Mark, ‘T. S.
ance Co., 1G1 llroadway. N. V.
manufactured by l nited
W.-Civil Mv>. 1 io., -beat iny Trade-M ark.
Watch Co., M rion, N. d
('red. rii
I in A, N. V.. Feb. 15, ls70.
me
live
month
ic
Watch
has
been
carried
;
Atherton
N.
States
manut.ietared
b. I
.1..'
by
Co., Clarion,
Co.,
Watch No. 105S, Stem Winder —bearing Trade-Mark,
ii montii*; its
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. .I.,’’ manufactur- its total vari.it.on from mean time being only twelve Watch Co., has been carried by m
''i
CEO.
Eastern
Ceneral
total
from
mean
seconds.
variation
time
m!
\.
I.OVIS,
ng
,o.d
briny
ed by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me twenty
in the entire time.
A. It. KIM.,
i'ck lie.
\
months; its total variation lroin meantime being live Agent, 1 old*), Wab ;sh & Western Railway.
Frederic Vice-Pres’t Klastic Cone Spring t
Wa it'll No. l :..o—beaming Trade-Mark,
N I. (
seconds per month.
X. ('. PK1EST,
C<
manufactured by li. S. and K. < o,
it
N.
Atherson
Marion,
.1.,"
A«st. Sunt. N. V. C. & I!. IL K.
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An UNI AIUNHx KKMK1 >l lor NKl’ItAiAiiA FACIALIS, often effecting :i periect cure in a single day. No
form of Nervous Disease tails to yield to its wonderful
power. Even in the severest cases of Chronic Neuralgia, affecting the entire system, its use for a few days affords the most astonishing relief, and rarely fails to
ami permanent cure. It contains no
produce a
materials in tlie slightest degree injurious. It has the
unqualified approval ot the best physicians. Thousands,
in every part of the country, gratefully acknowledge its
power to soothe the tortured nerves, and restore the
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Chicago,

f
i,
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HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Cortilicato.

Magical.

1>K. 1,

n
unlit cannot be contradicted, except
qua.'k*. who will say or do anything, even perjure th«
Ive-, to impose upon patients,) that he

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

DISEASES.

“Buy Me,

>

MOVEMENTS.

And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lake Stroet,

miN

«.rruiged flut patients m v r se** or hear each oth.
lb >dh et, the
entrance to his office is JVo. 41, hu.
iiii- u.» connection with In* residence, consequently uiiniiy interruption, so that cm no account cun hu; per-o.i.
hi itati applying at Ills office,
1>K. 1 *1 X

Y O II K

WATCHES, PENDANT WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS,

liOTII

i..

PKIVATK MKDICAIi OFKR'F,
-•1 KiulUnlt litreH, Hottoii. Xian*.

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,
13

AND ALL

For

SECRET

IMP OUT FUN, MA NT FA* 'T TUFFS. A NO Jo/illFFs

NERVOUS

Aromatic

to Married and Single Ladles*
AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
.Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of n.
; kin. ELeers of the Nose, Throat and
body; Dimples,
tlie Face; Swelling of the Joints ; Nervousness; Coustit.
ion.il and other Weaknesses in youth and the more a
vaneed, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINCI.K OR MARRIED.

COIttFAIMY,

•.

NEURALGIA,

Effects

WALES

GILES,

HABITS,

Incident

WATCH

■

Cure

FOR

Its

THE

&_CO^MARION,

NO SOLI FA BY

Their effects and consequences;
i'.FECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,

and accurately adjusted t<» Ilf.it, < -/■/ </./-/ /'.-m.,
The liner graded all having three pairs < oni<-:il I'iiotK. Cap Jeutdiul, in <*alii
andul:,« \en
in the cheapest grades, have tin STRA1GH i LINK Kscapemeut, with Expose I I’allet .1 ewels, and Hardened and Tempered Hairsprings; and for our Kit. impro\eim-nt in
Sl'K.M WINDING mechanism we claim a ST/;/ V
77/. SIMT/,/< 7 T 1 and M* ■<> t /IS/'SS hitherto uuattained in any other manufacture, at home oi abroad,
Constantly on hand, full lines, all sizes, in Gold, Sih er, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Repeaters, 1 udepemlent I I. l-.'i split ami Ki\ ie.ek s» »>mls,-.n taking
three different times, lor timing horses, Artillerymen. &c,
card. For sale by the trade generally, lie ware oi worthless imi.ations, with ■••\iiich t
n t r s
♦jr Price List furnished the trade on application, enclosing lusim
Hooded. Insist on a certificate of genuineness lroin those of whom you purchase, and see that tin* words, Marion. N. .1., are engraved «-u tin plate o\«i tin mao -pic
barrel. All others are spurious.

AND
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ELF ABUSE

lion ami Gla>-s.

Or

STATES
(GILES, WALES

WoNPKia ri. Pi zzlks for lO eents. All new.
New York.
Address R. H. W ALKKU, Box
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CERTAIN,

i: it

Belfast, Maine.

Worth from
*1.30 to
I
tjilOO in Greenhat-kN,
awarded to subscribers and agents for Wood's IIousk
hold Maoa/ink, the largest and best Dollar Monthly
in the world. Similar prizes to he repeated soon. Fuii
particulars in March Number. For sale by all Newsdealers, or sent with Catalogue ct Premiums on receipt ot
lu cents. Address S. S. WOOD, Newburg, N. V.

-A. SAFE,

k

> U ILL BE FORFEITED BX D«.. ! D1 \
EC*|X P* t il lading to cure in less time than an
•dlur physician, more effectually and permanently, wit
h
r- -traint from occupation or less
exposure to a
i\
ther. with safe*
pleasant medicines.

nno DD17TC

jUO

(

administer-1 d.

Kllier

or

iyford Block.)
BELFAST, MAIN;

OFFICE, If A) hOIll* BLOCK,

1 XX 0CEXTS ABROAD.
The Great Subseribtiou Book of the Season.
CAA COPIES SOU) DURING THE MON TH

x i
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MARK TWAIN V
J/X

*».

j/i

practical treatise on
published. Also all neces-

Containing
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TODD’S COUNTRY HOMES.

CO.,
OtHif \<».
I W illiam
Baltimore, Mii., Ai*ril !).—A terrific boilexplosion occured a litlle alter Id o'clock
anil Womanhood.—Essays lor
Young Men, tree, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD rJ^lllS Company issues all kinds of Life and Kndowto-day, at the Chesapeake! Steam Sugar lteli- MV*HOOD
JL. inont Insurance Policies. K-piciil attention is
SSOCIATION, Box I\ Philadelphia, l’a.
nerv, owned by Sterling & Ahrens, and lying
called to a new provi-ion, contained in Policies issued
between and extending from O'Donjiell’s to
and the Vigor of lout la He
by this Company, by which alter the payment of live or
itoreil in ft'oin* Work**. Success guaranteed. more annual premiums, they may tie converted into An
Dugan's wharf, below Pratt street. The MAH1IOOII
boiler room and kiln house on Dugan’s wharf I1R. KECOIIIlhi KHHKMVK Oft' Alft'ft: re- unities.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non-tor
stores manly power, from whatever cause arising. The
feet of effects of early pernicious habits, self-abuse and climate, foiling character of the Policies of this or any other
were completely wrecked, and fifteen
the steam bakery of James Bartis & Co., ad- give way at once to this wonderful medicine, if taken Company. Policy holders participate in the profits ol
regularly according to directions (which an* very simple the Company and are allowed thirty days grace, lor the
joining, on the north, from base to roof, were and
require no restraint from business or pleasureL payment of renewal premiums,

Young Trout Caught in Webs. There is
small worm which is a favorite food of
Trout and many other kinds of fish. This
worm is one of the
greatest enemies which
the young fry have. It spins a web in the
water to catch young fish, just, as a spider
does on land to catch flics. 1 have seen them
make the web and take the fish. The web is
as perfect as that of the
spider and as much
mechanical ingenuity is displayed in its construction. It is made as quickly and in the
same way as a spider’s, by
fastening the
threads at diil'erents points and going back
and forth until the web is finished. The
threads are not strong enough to hold flic
young Trout|aftcr the umbilical sac is absorbed, but the web will stick to the fins and get
wound around the head and gills and soon
kills the fish. I have often seen it on the young
Trout and it has been a great mystery and
caused me many hours, day and weeks of
study to find out what wound around the
heads and fins of my
young Trout and killed
them. I did not find out until
lately while
watching recently hatched Whitefish. These
are much smaller than the Trout when
they
begin to swim, and they were caught and
held by the web. 1 found fen small whitefish caught in one web in one night. This
web was spun in a little Whitefish preserve,
into which I had put one hundred young fish.
The threads spun by this worm seem to be
much finer than the common spider’s web,
and they are not visible in the water until the
sediment collects upon them. They can then
be seen very plainly. These webs cannot be
spun where there is much current and can lie
easily seen in still water by a close observer.
[Green’s Fish Culture.
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4i3»3end for Price List and Circulars.
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blown into fragments. The loss of life lias
A negro named
not yet been ascertained.
Johnson was killed on Dugan’s wharf, immediately in front of the refinery. AVilliam
MeKennv, the superintendent of the refinery,
and two workmen are missing, and are supposed to he buried in the ruins. Three workmen
have been taken out badly injured.
Several laborers on the schooner Alary Alice,
ot Baltimore, owned
in U’ieomeo county
were severely hurt.
'The schooner was lying abreast the refinery at Dugan’s wharf.
All her upper rigging on both masts, her
blocks, etc., were carried away by the explosion, her sails set on lire and her boat stove.
Her deck was covered several feet with the
debris front the ruins, and a timber eighteen
feet long and six by four inches was driven
through her deck and left standing upright.
There were four now boilers of sixty-horse
power each in the boiler room, and it is supposed that two of them exploded. They
were put up about five weeks ago.
One
boiler was driven inward through an eigbteeu-ineli wall, and partly through second
wall.
The other boilers are completely
covered in the ruins.
The windows and
sashes of buildings a distance of several
hundred feet from the explosion were shattered.
La ikk. The bodies of two laborers wore
taken from the ruins of the boiler room ol
the sugar refinery. The bodies of flic superintendent and firemen have not yet been
reached, it is believed that six persons
were killed and six wounded by the disaster.
Al’Kll. ID. Seven dead bodies have been
recovered from the sugar refinery destroyed
yesterday by a boiler'cxplosion ; it was caused
by lack of water in the boiler.

Attorney at taw,

SAWS ot all descriptions. AXES, BELTING and
MILT. FURNISHINGS.
CIRCULAR SAWS with
Solid Teeth, or with Patknt Ad.justaklk Points,

bang,

>uly in dream- i-

"ONLY A

and whistled the “Stars and Stripes”
and ate his breakfast, and then came up to
her to discuss the relative merits of pork, and
beef, and chicken for that day's dinner, closing by another reocommend&tion to keep
quiet and not bother herself about anything.
":\o t letter
uskoci nnittn, rcproacmuiiy,
at six o’clock, that] evening ; “no better? 1
thought you’d be well, certainly, by this time,
after a day’s quiet.'’ (Juict? She had had
the whole kitchen retinue after her all day,
asking her more questions than there are in
the Assembly Catechism, and the front door
bell ringing as if by order of the lire department; but she said nothing at till about that.
If she had, Smith would have replied, with
that lordly wave of the hand with which men
dispose of such matters. “You should not
allow such trifles to trouble you.”
“Xo better, then!” Smith inquired, as if in
gratitude to him he really deserved a moditication of her former reply, “no lietter ? Well
sleep, after all, is the best thing; and as 1
can’t do anything for you, I think, as it is
-itch a lovely night, that I will stroll out
awhile. There, there, said he, patting the
end of the blanket, “go to sleep. now.”
And close upon his retiring heels she heard
the thundering bang of the front door.
After divers and many comparisons between male and female headaches, and the
seeming incongruity on the male mind of the
same course of treatment
for both, Mrs.
Smith fell asleep, to be waked about, twelve
by Smith, who thumped up stairs in his boots,
and advised her again as to the ellieiency of
sleep, in cases of female headache.
Then—Smith went to sleep, and slept the
sleep of the just, with not the glimmering of
an idea that he was not the nnsellishest and
lovingest of husbands. Indeed, had his wife
questioned it he would have pointed her to
the column in the daily papers where are
given accounts of husbands who make it a
practice to crack their wives’ skulls once a
week, and. placing his arms akimbo, with a
stern look would have asked her. with his
nose close to her face,—“What if she had
such a husband as that !J”

PHILO CHASE.

(EmULIHIHED 1S30.)

“Well. Tin sorry for you,” said Smith, ty- f)Q
ing his cravat at the glass. “The very best
thing for you is to keep quiet, and I’ll take
myself oiit of the way. Sleep is the thing
for you.”
So Smith put on his heaviest pair ot boots,
and went all over the house, and let the doors

.*

W'.ags for the angels, but feet for men!
\\Y may borrow the wings to find the way—
We may hope.and resolve,and aspire, and pray
Rut our feet must rise, or we fall again.

Jlefo ^bbcrtiscmcnts.

pick out something for your-

you.”

hope, we aspire, we resolve, we trust.
When lli morning calls us to life and light.
Rut our hearts grow weary, and ere the night
Mir lives are trailing in sordid dust.

\\

can

self.”
At twelve Smith sank into the arms of Morpheus. and slept till three; but alas! on waking called for bis wife and a wash-bowl. Both
were forthcoming, as also the expected result.
The rest of the day, till dark, the blinds
were open and shut, the bottle of hot water
oft' and on duty, and Mrs Smith stayed by to
About seven in the evening,
see him sick.
he despairingly signified his wish to retire,
adding, “i suppose of course, you don't feel
sleepy at all?"
“X-o” said Mary, looking from the window at a lovely moon that was just rising,
“N-o not very.”
“Well,” said Smith, “don’t come, if you
don't want to: but l can't sit up any longer,
and 1 have an idea 1 shall get to sleep."
So Marywent to bed with her bearded baby.
Smith was in good
A week had elapsed.
health and spirits. He could smoke. The
world wasn’t a charnel-house after all. Mary
was flat on her back with a nervous headache.
“Sick?" asked Smith.
•Shnekiugpain in my temples, said his wife.
“What a pity!” answered Smith paring
his nails at the window, without turning his
head. “It’s going to be such a lovely day :
quite like Spring. Have you the least idea
where my grey pants are ?”
“No.” said Mary, faintly from the pillows,
“I think in the closet.”
“So strange,” said Smith,“about those grey
pants. I don’t think they have worn, do you ?
And do you know, Mary, about the milk
bill, whether it is right or not? and, bv the
way, did my shoes come home last night ?
and has that man been to fix the front door?”
“My head aches so bad,” said Mary, “that
I can't remember anything. Biddy will tell

Then think of the tricml who onee welcomed it too.
And forgot his own griefs to be happy with you.
Hi" griefs may return, not a hope may remain
Of the few that have brighten'd his pathway of pain,
Rut be ne’er will forget the short vision, that threw
IL- enchantment tmttnd him, while lingering with
you.
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This well-known remedy does not
leave the cause behind, an Is the caw* with

a Cough, and
most iirenar

atlons; but It loosens and cleanses the lungs, and allays
irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint
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Multitudes ot them sutler, linger, and die, because of
Pm 'Norms. The
only effectual remedy tor these most
troubb -oine and dangerous ot all worms, iu children 01
adults, is found in UK. tiOl LL’S PIN WOKM SYKI P.
Pur.lv vegetable: safe and certain. A valuable cut hart ic
ami h. netielal to health. liF.o. t
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